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THE EC FANZINES
PART 3: THE DALLAS CONNECTION

In early 1954 Texas again became a focus of EC fanzine activity when two close friends in Dallas, George Jennings and Mike May, each started up their own publication. In this effort they had the support, and occasionally the help, of several other EC fan friends, including Vaughn Ferguson, Benny Sodik and Randy Brown (whose EC S-F Mags Fanzine is described in Squa Front # 5).

They had already been in contact with other fans around the country, and read other fanzines. Shortly before they started publishing they called Bhob Stewart long distance and had a three-way conversation (with May on Jennings’ extension) about their plans. Bhob may have sent them his list of subscribers and some unpublished features left over from his folded EC Fan Bulletin.

Mike and George had gotten to know each other because their fathers worked for the same television station, and their fathers’ field of endeavor may have contributed to their interest in journalism. Mike admits quite frankly that the publishing aspect interested him more than the comics themselves. George was more the true blue EC fan; he initiated Mike who then also became enthused, but never as much as George.

Mike’s effort, The EC Fan Journal, was plugged in EC’s Fan-Addict Bulletin # 4, September 1954, and is probably the better remembered fanzine. George’s publication was titled The EC World Press (changed to the more modest The EC Press by the fourth issue). Both were really quite substantial publications by the standards of the time. The Journal ran six issues, the Press ran at least four. Unfortunately, full coverage of these two fanzines is just not possible because only three issues are known to still exist.

Tom Inge still has an issue of the Journal in his files: it’s dated March 6, 1954 and seems to be the second issue. Inge, who’s now Chairman of the Department of English at Virginia Commonwealth University, undoubtedly kept the copy because he has an article, “How to Keep EC’s in Mint Condition,” in the issue. Needless to say, Tom’s formula for keeping comics—professional binding or Classics Illustrated binders that hold the comics in with rubber bands—would not impress today’s sophisticated collector.

The cover of the issue is (yes, again) a floorplan of the EC offices, supplied by George Snowden, and Snowden’s article “The EC Offices,” reprinted from The EC Fan Bulletin # 1, is inside, considerably shorter without Stewart’s interlinearations.

There’s a parody of the poem “Casey at the Bat” by Nigel Cadell, a Newburyport, Mass., contributor to Stewart’s Fan Bulletin. A News Note from Stewart tells of EC suing Get Lost for using Mad’s cover format, and states that Harry Harrison had written some stories for Get Lost. (One wonders if Harrison wrote Get Lost’s insinual and very funny parody of EC’s horror comics, “The Sewor Keeper,” “drawn by Sickley.”) Finally, a short letter page indicates that perhaps the first issue was no more auspicious than the second.

From this point we’re forced to jump to the sixth and last issue of the Fan Journal, of which several copies are extant. Your chronicler sent an inquiry in 1955 or 1956 to all the fanzines that had been plugged by EC, and Mike May was the only one to reply, kindly sending on his last extra copy gratis, pasting a new address label over the address that had been previously written on the back page. (Remember that most fanzines were sent out then without envelopes.) Until this moment I never thought to look under that label, but now I discover that the book was originally addressed to Sen. Estes Kefauver, who at the time was heading the Senate committee investigating comic books. Who knows why it was never sent out.

The sixth issue represents a dramatic change from the earlier one. During the intervening period Mike had acquired a number of well known EC fans as contributors. He’d also switched from hectograph to mimeograph for all but the cover and a few spot illustrations.

Bill Spicer led off the issue with another impressive cover. Bill also apparently did a cover for an earlier issue. Bhob Stewart had done a cover for # 6, but technical reproduction problems forced it to be held over for a “next issue” which never came out.

“Balloon Talk,” a column of news notes and opinion by Marty Jukovsky, had appeared in earlier issues and ran a substantial page and a half in # 6. It was supplemented by an additional page of similar items by Mike. Perhaps the most amazing thing about the whole issue is that the news of EC’s discontinuing all crime and horror comics is a three and a half line item buried in this column! Another of Mike’s items illustrates graphically the mood of the times:

Ft. Worth recently banned all crime and horror comics, pocket books and phonograph records that had anything to do with violence. This includes Dell’s famous westerns, Superman, and other DC publications. A $200 fine goes to anyone disregard of the order.

The Dallas Morning News recently finished a six day editorial on “Our Comic Book Menace” in which they blasted every comic book that had anything in the least way to do with violence. I’d say that more people in Dallas are acquainted with EC now than they were before the editorial.

Even though it is not official, the pressure from the newspapers has forced most dealers to quit handling crime and horror books, and it’s getting to the point where you can’t buy a Walt Disney comic without being blackballed. (Woé, woé . . . I’m gonna have to buy my EC’s from you fans who live in smaller towns. . . . I can’t get ‘em anywhere!)

The prolific Larry Stark also contributed regularly to the Journal. In the fourth issue he wrote an essay about the work of George Evans that is remembered by some as his best piece of comics criticism for fanzines. Larry had high praise for Evans’ work at EC, and attempted an in-depth probe of his techniques and compositional approach. His column “One Man’s Opinion” appeared in issues 5 and 6, and probably most other issues.

In the sixth issue Larry devotes six single spaced typewritten pages to analysis of the latest six EC books. He starts out by exphetly stating a tenet that was always implicit in his comics criticism:

Let me hasten to point out that this column isn’t raking any artist over the coals unless I say so fore and
af and wave big fat flags. I'm interested in how a story is plotted, constructed, written, and (as an afterthought mostly) presented by picture.

This is a sensible point of view when reviewing the comics of an editor whose concept of the form was very similar. But, as I've said elsewhere, I prefer criticism that focuses on the visual elements that work to further a narrative.

A separate two page article by Larry, "Dr. Cure-All's Miracle Method," is also in the same issue. The doctor under attack "claims to have proof that crime, juvenile delinquency, sex-mania, youthful experiments with dope, race hatred, and practically any other juvenile social problem a city has to deal with, can be eradicated by the mere elimination of certain literature." Neither the 'certain literature' nor the doctor are further identified in the article; that was hardly necessary. Stark's arguments are well reasoned out and expressed, as seen in this excerpt:

Most of the armed citizens also neglect to study the learned doctor's background, his experience, or his researches. Were they to do so they might realize that this self styled expert on the youth of the nation may only properly claim expert knowledge of the city among areas of the North Eastern United States, and that of small communities, in which type of bluefield dictatorship thrives easiest, he knows absolutely nothing.

They might also realize, were they to think a bit of his ideas, that everything he claims to have discovered clinically and scientifically was, in reality, unearthed primarily to prove a "truth" the veracity of which he believed implicitly, and that under such conditions even the most implausible of cause and effect relationships were already pre-judged and counted as "extremely important data." Were they to think at all, however, I doubt if any of these self-righteous protectionists could long believe the perfection of the panacea. It might become evident by the light of thoughtful speculation, that, were such a plan wholly perfect and sure fire, the doctor's book need not be so concerned so often with proving his enemies and his doubters to be either hired assassins or misinformed idiots. Such violent broadsides against the slightest words of criticism reminded me of a certain Senator's claiming that he "must be anti-Communist, because of the attacks the Communists make upon him," and claiming also that his attackers "must be Communists, or why they be attacking an anti-Communist?"

The final feature in The EC Fan Journal #6 is a "WS-WSF File," listing the title and artist of each story in each issue of these two comic titles through issue 26, with other incidental date. Similar check lists of other EC titles had apparently appeared in previous issues. The format of this feature was the same as Bhob Stewart's earlier "Vault of Horror Index" in The EC Fan Bulletin #2, and very similar to Fred von Bernewitz's later effort (no accident, as we shall see in the next chapter). Cartoons by Bob Allen and Kent Barber, ads, and letters from Ted White, sf fan Ron Ellik, Bob Allen and EC's own Nancy Siegel round out the issue.

As noted before, Mike was very interested in the publishing aspects of fandom. A good working symbiotic relationship seems to have developed in the Journal, with writers and artists Jukovsky, Stark, Splicer, Allen, et al, happy to contribute material and May happy to be editor-publisher. The lack of issues 3 to 5 is certainly a glaring gap in this series on old fandoms, for all the evidence indicates that they were very good examples of the genre.

Like many other EC fans, Mike eventually moved on to science fiction fandom. He published six issues of an sf fanzine, Epitome, which he remembers as being a much more sophisticated effort than the Journal. Mike, still a resident of Texas, is now a lawyer and has, be says, "been through enough political activity to curl a normal man's hair."

Only the fourth issue of George Jennings' The EC World Press has come to light, this one found in the files of Bernard Kristgen. He had received a copy when it came out because the major portion of the issue is devoted to Bhob Stewart's very good essay on Kristgen. As this essay was reprinted in Squa Tront #6, it will not be discussed in detail here.

The other feature in Press #4 is a review column, "The Morgue of Insanity," by Mike Reynolds, apparently a regular feature. Unlike Stark, Reynolds reviewed old EC's at random, and mainly concentrated on telling the plot of each story. Reynolds mentions that he will soon become assistant editor for another fanzine (but doesn't give the title). The remainder of the issue consists of a parody of Longfellow's "Hiawatha" by Paul Shuster, cartoons by Kent Barber and a letter page. From the latter page we learn that the previous issue had a piece of fiction, news about Wally Wood, and was printed in red and blue ink (probably hectographed—#4 is mimeographed). The cover of the issue is by Jennings. Again, it is unfortunate that unavailability of the other issues of the Press has to curtail coverage.

George Jennings also "graduated" to science fiction fandom, where he was active during the late fifties and early sixties. In 1959 he and Mike met Bhob in person for the first time. Stewart and Jennings became friends for awhile, but by this time EC was a subject about which their interest was minimal. May's lack of interest was even more total, and once he even left the room when the conversation turned to EC.

That same year Jennings, at the time a disk jockey, was becoming increasingly interested in Golden Age radio. He was one of those who first began to develop that area of interest into a fandom of sorts. In 1970 he published seven or eight issues of an old time radio fanzine, and it's a subject that still interests him. Today, he continues to work in radio, running an all-news radio station, KXXA, in Little Rock, Arkansas.

He's attended several comic conventions, but is rather turned off by what he's seen, stating, "Everybody seems to just care more about how much they can get for the comics than what they are. We wanted them just so we could look at them, read them and talk about them."
Fred von Beroewitz previously appeared in our narrative as a contributor to Potrzebie (in Squa Tront *7). Now, as the compiler of The Complete EC Checklist, he takes stage center.

Fred came in contact with EC fandom through Ted White. Undoubtedly their first mutual interest was science fiction, and they probably started a correspondence through the letter page of a newsstand sf magazine. They had a few phone conversations before they met: not many though, because, though Silver Spring, Md. (Fred) and Falls Church, Va. (Ted) are both suburbs of Washington, D.C., they’re at opposite ends of town in different states, making it a long distance toll call.

It was easier for Fred to ride his beat up old bicycle the 13 miles each way across town for personal visits, or to get together about half way between at meetings of the Washington Science Fiction Association (WSFA), a group Ted later became president of.

Both Fred and Ted were active EC fans, and through plugs and correspondents Fred had obtained some EC fanzines, among them Mike May’s EC Fan Journal with its checklists of a few of the EC titles. Fred found these very useful and thought it would be nice if all the EC titles could be checklisted in a complete and concise form. So, quite simply, he set out to produce such a publication.

He combined Mike’s data with listings prepared from his own collection, and sent it off to Mike, Larry Stark and others. Before he was finished, perhaps a dozen people had furnished additional information.

One valued source was George Evans. Fred and George started corresponding around that time and have been friends ever since. How they came in contact is unclear, most likely Larry Stark had put the two in touch. For the few EC’s that he couldn’t locate—and where identification of the art was difficult—Fred wrote to George, who went into the EC office, got the data, and responded to Fred. Bill Caines probably also supplied some data directly.

As had Bob Stewart before him, Fred called upon the services of the ubiquitous mimeo of Ted White’s QWERTYUIOPress (Ted advising Fred bow to make his own stencils).

One of the most amazing things about that period to this writer is the incredible speed with which fandom activity progressed. The first edition of the Checklist ran 56 half sized pages (8½ by 5½ inches). Stencils had to be cut apart, typed, proofed, rejoined, and run off. Then the paper was cut in half and the booklet was collated and stapled by hand. The amount of work involved can’t really be grasped by someone who hasn’t actually published in this fashion. The collating alone, in this case, 1,500 sheets of paper, is quite a task. Yet, less than 50 days passed between the time Fred received a May 16, 1955 letter from George Evans with some final data and the time Nancy Siegel sent “$4 for 16 additional copies of the Checklist” on July 6, 1955, because “everyone around the office wants a copy for himself.”

Nancy Siegel’s note had a P.S.: “Will try to work a plug into one of the magazines for you if we can get it passed [sic] Judge Murphy.” A few months later—on a postcard postmarked October 25, 1956, to be exact—Bill Caines advised Fred, “You’re getting your plug for the Checklist in the latest comic we turn out, ISF #3. Watch for it.—Bill.” The story of this plug is probably well known. EC didn’t get it past Judge Murphy—they didn’t try, but simply added it to a text feature after the page had been approved by the Comics Code Authority. This is a bit ironic considering that the famous battle with the Code over the sweat on the Negro spaceman’s brow in “Judgment Day” was fought and won in this same issue of Incredible.

At this point your chronicler must inject a personal note. The sticky quarter I sent in response to that plug was my first contact with fandom, a pebble that brought me into contact with ever expanding ripples of friends and acquaintances that still continues today. Along with my quarter I asked Fred a hundred questions, to which he quickly responded. In his first letter, he offered me Weird Science-Fantasy #24, Weird Fantasy #21 and Valor #1, all three for 25¢ including postage, suggested that I subscribe to Hooahah and Potrzebie, offered to lend me his collection of fanzines, and suggested Bill Spicer as a possible correspondent. Thus began a correspondence between Fred and myself that lasted many years, until we
became fellow New Yorkers.

Incidentally, Fred did send me his fanzines in 1956, and at his instructions I sent them on to another fan, Ted Sturm, in North Carolina. Sturm, in turn sent them on to another fan, and so on, until eventually they got lost. About 15 years later Fred got a postcard from Paris from the last recipient (who had formerly lived in Canada), who still had some of the fanzines and offered to return them. (One of these, thus redeemed, was an issue of Potrzebie used for researching Part II of this series.)

The Checklist, of course, was produced without any idea that it would be plugged in an EC comic. EC had bought 16 and received several complimentary copies, over a dozen were given out to those who had provided data, and the remaining 25 or so of the initial printing were sold to various fans before the plug appeared.

A second printing was necessary, and in January 1956, 200 additional copies were run off. Although a few stencils were done over to improve the quality and to correct errors, and bigger staples were used, the second printing is really identical to the first in all important aspects. Fred sent out a flyer to owners of the first printing offering this improved edition for a nickel. A third printing of 75 copies was run off in June 1956 from the same stencils. Incidentally, the second and third printings are identified as such on the last page of the book.

I haven't mentioned that the Checklist cost 25¢ including postage, which entitled the reader to free yearly supplements. All the New Trend titles were listed in their entirety in the first edition, except Panic, which was listed through issue #8. Fortunately for Fred's finances, EC's additional comic output only required a single 24 page Supplement, containing the New Direction and Picto-Fiction titles, and some odds and ends. This was issued March 1958 in an edition of 250 copies, and sold separately for 10¢.

Even while Fred was working on the original Checklist he was planning a complete pre-Trend checklist, and had made an appeal for data in the Checklist. To pick up this thread of the story, we must backtrack a bit to December 1955. Ted and Fred had arranged to come north and stay with Larry Stark a few days during Christmas vacation of that year, and the highlight of the stay was visiting the EC offices on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, the 28th, 29th and 30th.

For this historic occasion Fred luged along his 25 pound tape recorder and Larry brought his camera. With the aid of the tape, Ted and Fred later wrote a serialized account of the visit titled "We're Off to EC." About the first half of the first visit is described in Hoohah #4 (April-May 1956) and #5 (August-September 1956). They never finished the series. Fred's column, "One Fan's Stream of Consciousness," was, however, a regular feature in Hoohah.

The fans from Washington got the VIP treatment at the EC offices because they were with a 1 EC fan Larry Stark. They talked with Gaines and Feldstein quite a while before the following exchange (from Hoohah #5) occurred:

About this time Bill realized that he did not know our names (except Larry, of course). We introduced ourselves, and Bill let out an enthusiastic cry: "You're Fred? Gee, you did a terrific job on the Checklist! Did you get any orders from the Incredible plug?"
answered that about 130 orders (more now) had come in. Bill said that that wasn’t bad, and Al chimed in with, “That’s about as many copies (of Incredible) as we sold.”

It wasn’t reported in Hoohah, but a few minutes later Bill Gaines stunned Fred by handing him a five, or possibly a ten, dollar bill (and this, remember, was in the days of the penny postcard). This exchange followed:

FRED: ?!!!
GAINES: That’s a contribution to your project.
FRED: You already did by buying 16 copies.
GAINES: Well, that was 16, now this is a contribution. It was worth that to me to get one Checklist, believe me.

One important purpose of the visit to EC was to gather data for the pre-Trend checklist, and this was accomplished. With minor exceptions, Fred obtained complete pre-Trend data from EC’s bound volumes of back issues during the visit.

Why, then, did this data not appear until August 1963? Well… The final bits of data had to be obtained. And then, real time as opposed to youthful fan time took over. Fred had become a movie theatre manager, going from city to city opening new theatres for a rather unusual chain that showed film classics. (Just how unusual this chain was is another story, one that Fred told in part in your chronicler’s fanzine Image s 1, Spring 1960, and s 4, April-May 1961.)

Finally, however, after moving to New York to stay and becoming a freelance motion picture editor, Fred decided to clear up his unfinished fannish business. Since the Checklist had been out of print for some time, Fred redid the entire thing, correcting what errors he could and adding other new material in addition to the pre-Trend data.

That summer of 1963 I was staying with Fred (while finding a job and an apartment) and was amazed at the effort he was making for a publication that had no apparent market. The last of EC and “satire” fandom had died, and the just beginning resurgence of comics interest had yet to develop any interest in EC.

The Full Edition of the Complete EC Checklist, as it was called, with a probable 200 copy run, remains the best of all the editions in my opinion, and the one I use as a reference tool. The titles are grouped together by subject and there is a very useful chronology chart in the back. Jack Devis did a cover especially for the book. There’s new art by Williamson, Wood and Evans, capsule biographies of the EC staff, a reprint of Larry Stark’s “Evils” to EC from Hoohah s 6, and other features.

The EC staff found the Mad part of the Checklist so indispensable that Gaines commissioned Fred to produce a
This collaboration by Wood and Williamson, printed offset here for the first time, appeared in the 1963 and subsequent editions of the Checklist. Because the Checklist already had Williamson art (a composite of several sketches), Fred did not identify Al's contribution to this drawing.

Mad Checklist on an ongoing basis. The first issue covered Mad 1 through 84 and appeared in September 1961 (with a second printing on cheaper paper in February 1962). Issues 85-88 were covered in #2, dated July 1964, which also had summary data for the entire run. The third issue, in July 1971, indexed issues 89-136; it was so bulky that it came in two parts.

All features were cross referenced by artist, writer and title, and reprints were referenced by original source. Sergio Aragones did an original cover for the third issue. All issues of The Mad Checklist were 8½ by 11 inches and mimeographed, with probable printruns of about 250 copies.

In 1970 Joe Vucenic obtained permission to put out a new edition of The Complete EC Checklist, which was published by Wade Brothers. Vucenic did a very professional job, using a format similar to Fred's last edition. It was mimeographed and completely retyped on new masters. Joe added a lot of additional date and features (perhaps more than were really needed), and corrected the mistakes that still remained in Fred's edition. He also added a few of his own, identifying Panic and Piracy as New Direction comics, and changing Larry Stark's spelling of the bard's name from "W. Shappy" to "W. Sharypy."

Vucenic brought out a new edition in 1974, with updated data on all EC reprints, and a special five page reprint of EC's first horror story, "Zombie Terror," from Moon Girl #5. (In this edition, the immortal playwright came out "W. Shappy.")

Von Bernewitz and Vucenic have kept the Checklist more and more as print for 23 years now. It's hard to imagine what reading or studying the EC line would have been like without this indispensable reference work.

—John Benson

We have now covered all the known comics fan publications that started publication while EC was still active—except for one. That, of course, is Hooah, Ron Parker's legendary fanzine that rose from a very humble beginning in November 1965 to become the best known—and the best—EC fanzine, counting Archie Goodwin, Ted White, Larry Stark, Larry Ivie, Fred von Bernewitz, Paul Davies and Bob Stewart among its contributors. Hooah requires extended coverage and is one of the few EC fanzines that could bear extensive reprinting. It is difficult to determine just how and in what form to tackle Hooah, but we'll try.

With and after Hooah, there was quite a bit of publishing activity in the late fifties, including Doug Brown's Spoof, Marty Pahls' Fanfare (no relation to the current publication of the same title), Mike Brito's Squatront (no relation to the current Squatron), Larry Ivie's Concept, Joel Moser's Frankie, Joe Pilati's Smudge, various publications from Gary Delain, and the strictly "native" fanzines with contributions by some of today's top underground comics artists. Hopefully, someday these will also be covered in this series.
Piracy. Unauthorized publication or use of a copyrighted or patented work.

Plagiarism. To take and pass off as one's own the ideas, writings, etc. of another.

Inspiration. Any stimulus of creative thought or action.

Swipe. To pilfer.

—Webster's New World Dictionary

Swipe. Research.

—Glossary, early mail order "How to Draw Comics" course

Actual piracy is a rather rare occurrence in today's publishing world, but EC nevertheless fell victim to the practice when the entire interior of Incredible Science Fiction #30 was published with a new cover as Strange Planets #1 by IW, who had obtained the plates for the hook and didn't know or didn't care that publishing rights were not part of the sale.

One would have to call the example on this page a plagiarism. The actual use of the same story, the tracing of most panels in the same order, even the use of Joe Orlando's style, all goes substantially beyond what we think of as a swipe.

The war story on pages 12 and 13 strains the above mail order course definition of a swipe but ultimately falls within it. Here the artist has "researched" scenes from four separate sources to fit an entirely new story line.

On page 11 is an example of the kind of "inspiration" that Landon Chesney speaks of in this issue's letter page. Here an EC artist has utilized a classic illustration and, quite unlike the results of the war story swipe, the copy is not insulting to the original. This last page also points up a danger in spotting swipes. Someone ignorant of the Pyle drawing might accuse the Marvel artist of copying from the EC cover. Maybe he did, but more likely he went directly to Pyle for his source. —jb

Thanks to George A. Moonogian, Haverhill, Mass. and Jack Bierley, Jersey Shore, Pa. for sending in swipes used this issue.

The original here is Howard Pyle's illustration "Which shall be captain?" 1911
HEY! WHERE IS THAT CANNON TEAM? BRING UP THAT RECOILLESS CANNON!

WE'RE GOING TO GET US A MACHINE-GUN, KIDS!

AND ON THE TAIL-END OF THE WEAPON'S SQUAD A LIGHT BROWNING MACHINE GUN, 30 CAL., TWO OPERATORS, AND TWO AMMO CARRIERS! AND THERE YOU HAVE IT...

...TANKS!

COMPLETE THE CIRCUIT!

FWOOSHT!

WONK!

SPAT!

BWEW!

ONCE YOU GET THAT HILL, THE GERMS WON'T BE ABLE TO TELL WHERE YOU ARE! NOW REMEMBER THE SIGNAL! HERE I...

On this page panels from four EC stories have been clipped out and rearranged to correspond to the order they appear in the swipe. They're from "Luck," Two-Fisted Tales #27, May-June 1952 (panels 1 and 7 above), "A Platoon," Frontline Combat #5, May-June 1952 (panel 2 above), "Weak Link," Two-Fisted Tales #24, November-December 1951 (panels 3, 4, 5 and 6 above) and "42nd Combat Team," Frontline Combat #5, March-April 1952 (panel 8 above). The swipe (next page) is from "The Paratrooper Boots," Battle Cry #4, November 1952.
WHILE LATER THE YANKS WERE DUG IN... AND READY...

KELLY AND FERGIE... BETTER SET UP THAT MACHINE GUN DOWN THERE! NO SENSE IN LEAVING THAT FLANK OPEN!

OKAY, SARGE! COVER US, THOUGH!

THOUGHT YOU GUYS MIGHT NEED SOME HELP... WAS CONSIDERED AN EXPERT WITH A MACHINE GUN BY THE REST OF MY TROOPERS!

YEAH? WELL, ME AND FERGIE CAN TAKE CARE OF THIS GUN BY OURSELVES!

HEY, SARGE... TANK HEADED THIS WAY!

YEAH... HOW ABOUT ME GOIN' OUT AND GETTIN' IT?

NO, YOU STAY HERE WITH ME... THE BOYS'LL KNOW WHAT TO DO!

FFFWOOSH!

LEMME GET IT, SARGE! THAT GUN'S GOTTEN US PINNED DOWN HERE!

THE BOYS'LL GET IT... STAY PUT! NO SENSE IN EITHER OF US GETTING KILLED!

WE DON'T FIGHT A WAR THIS WAY IN THE PARATROOPS... SITTING ON OUR TAILS! I'VE GON' OUT AND GET THAT GUN!

YOU CO AND IT'S AGAINST MY ORDERS!
This sampling of drawings by Al Williamson provides a chance to trace the evolution and development of his style over a 15 year period, starting with the above sample page that Al did at age 15 or 16 to show to Fiction House and running beyond the EC period to illustrations done just a few years before his *Flash Gordon* series for King.
This is a cover idea for Panic that, Bill Gaines says, "we obviously thought twice about and didn't run."
The EC Fan-Addict Convention held on Memorial Day Weekend 1972 was a unique event. Convention Chairmen Ron Barlow and Bruce Hershenson built the Convention around three panels that featured the largest assemblage of EC staff members ever to appear together in public. We're proud to present this special section featuring the transcripts of these panels in their virtual entirety.

THE TRANSCRIPTS:
1972 EC CONVENTION

THE HORROR PANEL

One P.M., Saturday, May 27, 1972

QUESTION: From time to time at EC you redid the covers of the horror magazines. How did the public react to these changes?

AL FELDSTEIN: There was one cover we had censored ourselves, if that's the one you're talking about—possibly two. So the public really wouldn't have reacted in any way because they wouldn't have known what the original was like. I'm not sure I know what you mean.

BILL GAINES: Let me help answer that question, because I think Al has forgotten. [Laughter.]

FELDSTEIN: Well, I've been working late. [Laughter.]

GAINES: There were many periods in our history when we were censored one way or another. We belonged to two different associations. There was a third period when we had to have an attorney censoring our material because of the trouble we got into with the wholesalers, which I'm not too clear on because the whole thing's kind of blurred together. But I believe the two covers that you may be referring to are the two that Ron Barlow has done uncensored versions of in poster form [Vault of Horror #32 and Tales from the Crypt #38]. And the reason the reader knew in those days that the covers had been changed is because we had run house ads, Al, of the uncensored versions. So we censored the covers at the

Above: Bill Gaines, Al Feldstein, Jack Davis, Wally Wood, Marie Severin. All photographs by Fred von Bernewitz unless otherwise noted.
request of somebody. I think in that case it was at the request of this attorney.

The only self-censorship that we ever had was Marie Severin, who, as I think it says in your program booklet, was the only person we allowed to trample on our creative efforts. We all loved and respected Marie and so we listened to her, but no one else could control us without a clearer. [Laughter.]

QUESTION: I'd like to ask a sort of related question. It seemed that in the horror comics you would have people outlandishly French fried and cut apart and so on, yet when you were dealing with a more ordinary kind of mayhem like stabbing or shooting, that tended to happen off to one side. Was there a policy behind that, or is that just the way it worked out?

GAINES: Not to my recollection.

QUESTION [reacts]: OK.

GAINES: I didn't understand the question; he didn't understand my answer. [Laughter.]

QUESTION: Did you have any control over the script of the movie Tales from the Crypt?

FELDSTEIN: No. Not as much as we should have.

GAINES: There were a lot of changes from our original concepts. There were a couple of changes that improved it. But they missed the point on a few things.

FELDSTEIN: They offered us the screenplay in final form to look at and we caught a lot of things that they slipped up on, or that they had not done right. And that helped a little. But as far as objections to any changes that they had already made in terms of plot—we had no right to do that.

QUESTION: I'd like to ask Mr. Davis if he would work on horror comics again.

JACK DAVIS [deep Southern accent, as always]: Well, I don't think there's a big demand for horror, maybe I haven't been keeping up with it. I don't know. I've been doing a lot of ads and stuff. But I enjoyed the horror bit.

QUESTION: Did having worked on horror have an adverse effect on your role as a more public artist with the advertising?

DAVIS: No. I don't know. I just started doing ads and doing the humor stuff with Mad and whatever, and I enjoyed doing that. But there was no calling for the horror stuff, for me any more.

GAINES: There was no call for horror for maybe ten years between the time we dropped it and the time Jim Warren really started bringing it back again with Creepy and Eerie. And in the interim Jack adapted to other fields, and certainly today we want him in Mad as much as we can get him.

FELDSTEIN: We don't get him enough. So far as Jack is concerned I would say that drawing horror comics causes cancer. [Laughter.]

QUESTION: Were you satisfied with the movie Tales from the Crypt?

GAINES: I thought it was a good movie and I thought it could have been a lot better. I wasn't satisfied, no. You'll see a showing of it today, and probably some of you will see some of the reasons that we thought it could have been better. But as a movie, as a complete entity, I thought it was a very fine job. These were professional movie makers and they did a great job photographically; the color, sound effects, the acting, the sets were all first rate.

FELDSTEIN: I'd like to add to that. I personally got a big kick out of the movie because I saw a lot of the things we had written come to life. I wasn't particularly intrigued with the bridging of the stories, that little gimmick, but this is a problem for a movie maker in terms of tying four separate stones together. We tied it together with a cover and some staples, but . . . [Laughter.] It was easy for us. But we were not responsible for that and we had let them have it, so I wouldn't criticize them.

QUESTION [Roger Hill] What's the story on the Tales of Terror annuals? Where were they distributed and what was the print run on them? Anything about them like that? I heard rumors that they were distributed on just the East Coast, or maybe just the first rate.

GAINES: That's a good question; a lot of people have wondered about that. We had three kinds of annuals: horror, science fiction, and war. In each case, what we did was to take four regular ten cent comics, ripped the covers off by hand [laughter] . . . not by our hands, but literally it was done by hand. It was not done by machinery, which made it very expensive. A new cover was printed and the four books were bound in this cover and then sold it for a quarter. We did that until we realized that we were losing a couple of thousand dollars every time we did it. The hand removing of the covers was just too expensive. We only did it with a relatively small number of copies. We only got complete returns from the East Coast area. And it's very possible they weren't distributed anywhere but on the East Coast; there weren't enough of them. I would guess there were 25,000 of each of those seven editions.

QUESTION: They were distributed in the Midwest. I bought one of them.

GAINES: Oh, then they did get out then.

FELDSTEIN: Another interesting aspect is that there were many that were not like others. We would take four science fiction magazines; one annual might have numbers 17, 18, 20, and 21 and another would have 21 through 24. You could get a copy of an annual and have something different in the next copy of the same annual. That ought to be fun for you collectors. [Laughter.]

GAINES: It already is fun for collectors, because Joe Vucenic, in the latest edition of The EC Checklist, Fred von Bernewitz's manuscript—[points there's von Bernewitz. This guy made that checklist, and if you ever read it you'll wonder how anybody in his right mind could have taken the time and trouble to do it, it's an unbelievable job. He has everything catalogued from every different angle, the writer, the artist, what issue . . .

FELDSTEIN: How long a brush lasted . . . [Laughter.]

GAINES: The latest [Vucenic] edition does have all the different kinds of annuals that have been discovered like, Tales of Terror #1, maybe there's seven versions, version one has these four magazines, version two has these four [laughs]. The collector is a strange animal and will go to great lengths.

QUESTION: Could you tell how the EC comics came to be associated with Ray Bradbury?

GAINES: Yes, that's a very funny story. We were stealing Ray Bradbury stories. [Laughter.]

FELDSTEIN: He was just writing from Bill's plots.

GAINES: That's true. I was stealing Ray Bradbury stories. And one day I stole two at the same time, and we put them together and made a better story out of them than either of them had been alone, we thought, and as a matter of fact, Bradbury agreed. He wrote me a letter and said, "You have inadvertently omitted my royalty on these wonderful adaptations" So of course we immediately remitted his royalty and got permission to go on with it.

QUESTION: I just wanted to congratulate you on doing stories on race and religion. You were the first comics to do that.

GAINES: Yes, I think in these days that's called 'relevance.'

QUESTION: Where did you get the ideas for them and what was the reaction to them?

FELDSTEIN: Being socially conscious is not relegated only to today's times. We came out of World War II, and we all had great hopes for the marvelous world of tomorrow. And when we started writing our comics, I guess one of the things that was in the back of our minds was to do a little proselytizing in terms of social conscience. So Bill and I would try to include, mainly in our science fiction, but I think we did it in the horror books too, what we called "preachy" stories—our own term for a story that had some sort of a plea to improve our social standards.

As far as the reaction was concerned, we never had any problems with them, and they were well received. And they did what we wanted them to do.

QUESTION: I hear you had trouble with the government, with your story "Judgment Day." [Weird Fantasy #18, reprinted in Incredible Science Fiction #33.]

FELDSTEIN: No, that wasn't a government problem. The
problem was when we resubmitted "Judgment Day" when we were associated with the Comics Code to see whether we could get it past. I think we had another story turned down and we zinged them with this one. We wanted them to give us a good reason why they were turning it down, but they were smart enough not to. It was a straight plea for racial tolerance, orange and blue robots, and the only objection I understand they had was that they wanted us to remove the sweat from the Negro's temples and forehead in the last panel, which we refused to do.

GAINES: We never had any government interference at all with anything we have ever published. Just for the record, that includes the FBI, the CIA—none of these people have ever bothered us. Not to mention any anarchists among you. I'm sorry, that happens to be the fact.

FELDSTEIN: Of course, our dossiers are about this thick.

[Laughter.]

GAINES: One time we were bothered by the Secret Service when it was discovered that a three dollar bill we had published was given change in a Texas airport. [Laughter.] And they made us stop it.

FELDSTEIN: There was one other thing. We had a visit from the FBI when we published a game called "Draft Dodger," and it said that when you reach the final square, you send your name to J. Edgar Hoover, may be rest in peace, and he would send you an authorized bona fide Draft Dodger card. And these two stalwart, blond, handsome out-of-the-comic-book type men came and said, "Well, we're from the FBI. Please do not do this anymore, because Mr. Hoover doesn't like to receive this type of material." [Laughter.] So when we published it in an annual I think we changed it.

QUESTION: I would like to ask Mrs. Severin...

GAINES: Miss Severin. This is Johnny's sister.

QUESTION: How did you meet the deadlines with all the color separations?

MARIE SEVERIN: Painfully. No, Bill and Al had very good deadlines, so I never really had to do anything that fast.

GAINES: Marie, tell the truth. How did you get those overseas 32 page book colors?

SEVERIN: My brother helped me. [Laughter.]

GAINES: The real truth! You've forgotten. I used to give you dexedrine pills. [laughs] I was on a diet in those days, as I always am, and as a result I was taking dexedrine and the side effect of dexedrine is to keep you awake. So Marie, when she really got in a hole, would borrow a dexedrine.

QUESTION: Mr. Davis, this is directed to you because you handled the Crypt Keeper stories. Getting back to the movie, what is your opinion of the Ralph Richardson version without makeup?

DAVIS: Well, I'm embarrassed. I missed every showing of the movie. [Laughter.] But I'd really hate to go and see it. I picture the Crypt Keeper a certain way, and from the pictures I've seen I'm a little disappointed.

GAINES: Of course, that really wasn't the Crypt Keeper. That was kind of something... We insisted that they have a Crypt Keeper. It was originally going to be the Devil, at least we talked them out of that. [Laughter.] But it wasn't the Crypt Keeper in any sense of the way we know the Crypt Keeper.

QUESTION: Mr. Davis, how did you feel about drawing all that gruesome horror?

DAVIS: Well, if really... no, I really felt bad about it. [Laughter.] When I first came to New York, I went around to all the comic book publishers and I was turned down so many times, and then I was accepted at EC by Al, and I got some work right away. And I enjoyed doing the horror bit and they liked it, and so I kept at it. But when I looked back on it after things began to get very fickle with the Code and everything, I began to ask—am I doing something constructive or good. I still, I don't know, I don't think it's real bad.

GAINES: You have to understand Jack comes from another era, and another kind of background. Jack was, and still is, a very moral, religious person. He came up here from Georgia... [laughs]... I'm serious now, and Jack did this stuff because it was his job as an artist. Jack has always had some misconceptions about it, and I respect his misconceptions. Jack has been more comfortable with other types of material than horror. But the fact that he's a real pro is evident from the fact that although he wasn't 100% comfortable with it, you see the job he did.

DAVIS: There was a lot of talent down there, and it was great to be associated with them. It was one big team and I enjoyed it.

FELDSTEIN: I'd like to make an observation on what Jack referred to. I think we all went through it, everyone associated with the EC organization, and I think Bill, too, would have to admit it. When we were doing the stuff we were enjoying it, because we knew we were having fun with a tongue-in-cheek type of entertainment. When Senator Kefauver started the crime investigations, the "experts," in quotes, gave all kinds of supportive testimony how terrible we were, and what we were doing to the youth of America. We became intimidated, and I'm sure that we all did some soul-searching. In retrospect, now, with all of you young people looking at this stuff and saying how great it was, we've come full circle. But the interesting thing is that at that time we were intimidated, and that's a frightening thing to happen and a frightening thing that it could have happened. And let's all hope that it never happens again.

QUESTION: Mr. Feldstein, you mentioned that you were having fun. Did you intentionally set out to create a high-quality art product, or was it just the result of the free spirit?

FELDSTEIN: Well, there were two things we were doing. First of all, we intentionally set out to do comic books that would make money. That was the first item. Secondly, in the horror genre, I think you have to take each of them separately, we intended to put out horror comics that would be scary and entertaining. I remember back when I was young, listening to The Witch's Tale on the radio, Arch Oboler's Lights Out, and the squeaking door... Inner Sanctum. Bill and I talked about it when I first became associated with him, and we decided we were going to put out something like that in comics. So we set out to do it, and we did the best we could. We never underestimated our audience and we always wrote to our level. If we thought the comics were being read by very young children, we were not particularly concerned with writing to their level. You have to remember that this was an era when television was at its infancy, and the visual media was either motion pictures or comics. Television, of course, has supplanted the comics. So we were writing in a visual medium and we did the best we could with the level we felt we could reach. We were writing for teenagers and young adults; we were writing for the guys that were reading it in the Army. We were writing for ourselves at our age level, and I think perhaps that was responsible for the level we reached.

GAINES: Of course, as we accumulated a fine staff of artists, they started competing among themselves, not in any
nasty way, but each one of them was so inspired by what the others were doing that they started doing better work. If two artists would be delivering their jobs to the EC offices at the same moment, what you would have is two guys fainting over the other's work. Literally. If Davis and Wood got there together.

FELDSTEIN: "Holy cow!" "Bad scene!" [Laughter.]

GAINES: This still goes on at the Mad office, but in those days it was kind of unique. It was part of the general pride of being part of a group. I think everyone ended up drawing for the other nine guys. Because everyone wanted to bring in something that was so good that it would make the other nine artists faint. They all kept doing this for five years.

As a result of some of the horror titles, we went through either a title or a format change after three issues. Were you considering dropping horror at that time?

GAINES: Well, let's go back. The first horror book was The Crypt of Terror, and after three issues we changed it to Tales from the Crypt. As I recall, the reason we changed it was because we had immediately run into wholesaler problems, and we saw that if we took "Terror" out of the title it would alleviate the situation. We were in the process of changing The Vault of Horror to something when all of a sudden The Crypt of Terror, the last one, started selling. But Tales from the Crypt turned out to be a very wonderful title, it never was sold by The Vault of Horror anyway.

As some of you might know, when we decided to add a fourth horror book we called it The Crypt of Terror. And just before it was going to be published, we decided to drop horror. So we knocked off the title, and the last issue of Tales from the Crypt had a black and white masthead which was stuck on at the last minute where the original color Crypt of Terror masthead had been. So if you read the inside of the last issue of Tales from the Crypt, it says that it's the fourth horror book called The Crypt of Terror.

QUESTION: Do you think you could, and would you want to, do the whole mess over again?

GAINES: You mean starting now? [Laughter.] I just turned fifty, and the answer is no. If I were 25 again, yes.

FELDSTEIN: I would enjoy doing it over again, maybe doing it differently.

QUESTION: Differently how?

FELDSTEIN: I think the level today would have to be even higher than it was in those days. I think the unfortunate thing is that it can't be done. The saddest thing that has happened to the comic book as an art form is the Code. I think it relegated the comic book to a substandard level and it's still strapping and inhibiting it. So whether I want to do it over or not, we couldn't do it today.

QUESTION: What about a magazine format?

GAINES: It's constantly under consideration, but thus far we have felt that it wasn't feasible. If you tried to publish a standard four color horror comic today it wouldn't get through the Code, and if you tried to do it without the Code in normal format the wholesales would kick it back at you and it wouldn't get on sale. So one way or another you've got a disaster on your hands. Now you can go the Warren route, which goes out for $75 is it now?, in black and white. The other way. I don't know that Warren's books are doing all that well. I don't know how they're doing lately, but I never heard that they're great money makers.

QUESTION: Are you saying that we're stuck with the code?

GAINES: Well, at the moment you damn well are. You've been stuck with it for twenty years.

QUESTION: But do you see that for the future?

GAINES: Well, the country has been going in a more and more liberal and uninhibited direction, and unless the pendulum starts swinging the other direction which it very well may because historically it always has, perhaps the time will come when you could put out a horror comic for a 14 year old child and people will say, but I don't think the time is today.

FELDSTEIN: I might point out that as a result of the investigations there are laws on the books in the state of New York that you can't publish a comic with the words "terror" or "horror" or "weird" or a few other things on the cover.

GAINES: I don't think we should mention this outside of this room because they may have forgotten, but there is a law on the books in New York prohibiting crime and horror comics period.

FELDSTEIN: It's unconstitutional.

GAINES: But someone's going to have to go to jail to prove it.

QUESTION: How about a rating code like the movies have?

FELDSTEIN: It's an interesting idea and they should have done that 20 years ago. I think it's a great idea.

GAINES: There's one thing wrong with that, though, I think, and that is that basically comics are read by children. Although there are a lot of adults who read comics, I don't think there are enough to support a magazine which, may remain, a quarter of a million copies minimum.

QUESTION: Which is more satisfying to you—I'm not talking about dollars, I'm talking about rewarding you personally—the EC comic days, or Mad?

GAINES: Well, each one of us has to answer separately. To me, the EC days were more rewarding.

FELDSTEIN: As far as I'm concerned, what I'm doing today with Mad and you have to go back to that question of social conscience. I think I'm doing more with Mad in that area than was ever done with the horror comics. I think the horror comics were great entertainment, and I enjoyed doing them as entertainment. I get a kind of a satisfaction out of Mad that goes beyond just the satisfaction of doing something entertaining. I get a kind of moral satisfaction too. That sounds like my conscience, but I enjoy that for what it is.

QUESTION: What were the sales figures like for the horror comics?

GAINES: I'll precede this with something that you must know businesswise. At the time we were publishing, for a variety of reasons, we were with the worst, the weakest and the least well thought of distributor among all the national distributors, which was Leader News. They subsequently went broke, and are no longer in existence. Our distribution system works like this—I don't want to bore you with this, but it's important—there are maybe six to ten distributors who handle all the magazines. Now they take these magazines and distribute them in turn to some 700 local wholesalers, and these 700 wholesalers in turn distribute the magazines to about 100,000 news dealers and stores, who in turn sell it to you. Now, Leader was one of those these distributors. And the wholesaler's respect for a distributor was a large factor in how well he would handle a distributor's books. Since we were with the weakest distributor, we got the weakest distribution. Also, because we were with this weak distributor we had to sell our books for a quarter of a cent less than anyone else in the business. Where everyone else was getting five and a quarter cents for a ten cent comic, we were getting only a nickel. Now the usual margin of a nickel, I think, is a pretty good margin, but it's an awful lot. Sometimes it's the margin between making a profit and having a loss. So with these two facts in mind, our figures were never that high. The most we ever sold of a horror comic I think was about 400,000. Now for a comic in those days, that was low. Today it would be tremendous, but those were the days of Superman selling two and three million copies an issue, Crime Does Not Pay selling up to four million copies an issue. The distinction is one issue. Those were some of the leaders. The most we ever sold was about a half million. And yet we built our reputation and had our fans despite this very bad distribution set up. There are parts of the country that probably never saw an EC book and probably to this day the people that live there have never heard of them. We just didn't get full national distribution.

QUESTION: How successful were the Picto-Fictions?

GAINES: It was a disaster! After we dropped all our New Trend books and went into the New Direction books, that was a disaster, I mean really a disaster. Then we got out of that and into Picto-Fiction, which was a bigger disaster, but it didn't last as long because we ran out of money. And then we just stopped.

FELDSTEIN: I really wonder whether the Picto-Fiction ever got a fair chance. Bill, I mean, we were with the weakest distributor, they were in terrible trouble financially, and we know that they weren't really distributed well.

GAINES: No. But they were selling like 15 to 20 percent.
FELDSTEIN: We don’t know whether they were good or they weren’t. We don’t know whether they would have done anything if they’d been given the chance.

QUESTION: What’s the story on Shock Illustrated #3?

GAINES: When Leader News went bankrupt in 1956, I was wiped out and about a hundred grand in the red. But Shock #3 had been printed in an amount of about 200 to 250,000 copies. The inside had been printed and the covers had been printed, all it required was the binding money. I didn’t have binding money. I couldn’t even raise the few grand to bind it, and they were selling so badly I figured even if I bound it and sent it out we wouldn’t see any anyway. So we chopped up and threw away 200,000 odd copies of Shock #3, except for one to 200 copies which I had hand bound. I recall 100, some people say there were 200. They laid around the office in big piles, and anybody came in and grabbed a few, and they were gone and who gave it a thought. And now of course it’s become the super super EC collectible item, because in the whole world there could be no more than 200 of them.

QUESTION: I heard that during the fifties the other companies were copying from you. Did you get any ideas from them?

GAINES: I think Al pointed out in the interview we had with The Monster Times that until 1950 we were copying them. The EC books were very mediocre down to poor, crime books, westerns, love books... here’s Wally Wood! [Wood enters room to prolonged enthusiastic applause.] Wow! That was so exciting I forgot what we were talking about. [Laughter.] Oh yes, the exciting love books. One thing funny about the love books I’ll just throw in; if any of you have them, you might have seen the love-born columns In Modern Love it was “Advice from Amy.” In A Moon, A Girl, Romance it was “Advice from Adrian.” You want to know who Adrian and Amy were? Us. [Laughter.]

WALLY WOOD [sotto voce, as always]: I don’t know. I thought there were a lot of funny things in those books.

GAINES: I can see the panel is going to liven up. But before that, what were we into?

FELDSTEIN: You were saying that we decided at one point that we were no longer going to follow, but we were going to go out on our own and let them follow us if we hit it right.

GAINES: Since 1950 we started all the trends of the stuff we’ve been in. We haven’t copied anybody.

QUESTION: Who was the first on your staff to do horror stories?

GAINES: Al. He wrote it and he drew it.

FELDSTEIN: It was called “The Crypt of Terror” and it was the first EC in War Against Crime, or Crime Patrol... [prompted by audience] Crime Patrol #15, thank you. I also did the first “Vault of Horror” which, if “Terror” was in Crime Patrol, was in War Against Crime #10.

QUESTION: What about Johnny Craig?

FELDSTEIN: Johnny took over “The Vault of Horror” when we made it an EC magazine. I did “The Crypt of Terror” until Jack took over.

GAINES: Of course you know who did “The Haunt of Fear” and the Old Witch.

QUESTION: Where is he?

GAINES: Graham Ingels kind of dropped out of things and disappeared about ten years ago. We didn’t even know if he was alive until fairly recently, and we discovered to our delight... I forget who discovered it, one of the fanzine-type people dropped a bomb and found out that Graham was in Florida. He doesn’t want it known where he is in Florida, and I don’t want to tell you where he is in Florida, but I’ll tell you that I did talk to him twice by telephone. And the way I get in touch with him is, I call an attorney in Florida and the attorney calls Graham and Graham calls me collect. [Laughter.] He won’t tell me what he’s doing, and be won’t tell me where he is, and all he says is that he’s very happy.

FELDSTEIN: I think he’s an undertaker. [Laughter.]

GAINES: Actually Graham has kind of dropped out, and if that’s the way he wants it, so be it.

QUESTION: I’m interested in the matter of personal artistic taste. I wonder what types of comic stories you each felt most comfortable with.

DAVIS: I like to do science fiction, sports, the outdoor stuff, cowboys. I’m not an illustrator. It goes back to the question, which do I like better, the horror or Mad? I think the horror books were more illustrative, and I enjoy doing the funny books, and that’s why I enjoy Mad better.

QUESTION: The reason I asked is because I know several illustrators who were heavily inspired by your war comics, especially the Civil War.

DAVIS: I enjoyed doing that, but I don’t think I did it as good as what I do for Mad.

GAINES: You could well wish that you had a penny for every artist that has been inspired by Jack Davis.

WOOD: I like the funny stuff, cause it’s less effort, you know. [Laughter.]

SEVERIN: I didn’t draw at EC. Coloringwise, I think I had more fun with the science fiction, just because it was science fiction. But in a lot of the horror books you could really go wild with the mood. Also, a nice thing about EC is that they had so many different styles that a book was interesting, not 20 pages of one story. You would have someone like Wood, who would drive you crazy, absolutely terrible, but it was so rewarding what came out, it was great.

GAINES: If Mane didn’t like something she would just paint it dark blue and nobody could ever see it. [Laughter.]

SEVERIN: I really only censored Shock, that was the only one.

FELDSTEIN: I want to answer this question from my point of view. I got into the comic book business having never read a comic book. I found out from a friend at the Hugo School of Music and Art that you could make $30 dollars a page drawing comic books. So I got a job and developed a style of my own which was terrible, well, I thought so. But one thing I did learn after I got into the industry was that there was too much of the same kind of thing going on. This was something I always insisted upon, and that’s why when Jack Davis walked into my office—and I didn’t know he’d
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been turned down all over the place, I just heard about it now [laughter] —I said, "That's a great style, and don't change it." And that was what happened with everybody in the EC organization. That's why Marie and I did our own thing. I never felt anybody should work any differently from what was most comfortable for them. That's where Marie gets her kicks from in terms of saying that every artist did his different style and everything looked different. That's why "Ghastly" Graham Ingels was able to blossom, because his style was such that it lent itself to the horror comics. And I knew that, had I experienced drawing for other people where he had to kind of try to draw what the rest of the field was doing at the time.

QUESTION: How come Marie Severin didn't draw for EC?

GAINES: Marie has always had a cartoony style, or at least she did then, and as you can see from the program book she was a damn good cartoonist. But in those days we weren't really turning out cartoon type books. Mad did come along, but by that time we weren't letting her out of the coloring closet for anything.

QUESTION: I'd like to ask each of you separately: which did you prefer, the science fiction or the horror magazines?

GAINES: Of course Al and I always preferred the science fiction. We always said we were proudest of the science fiction, and we still do.

FIELDSTEIN: From my own personal point of view of writing, I felt the science fiction allowed me to do a little more creative writing, sometimes at the expense of the space left for the artist to draw in. Right, Wally?

WOOD: We developed short fingers because of that. [Laughter]

GAINES: The classic story I like to tell about that is when Al had a balloon that was so big that they had no space left for Graham to draw the Old Witch. So when Graham brought back the story, there's the Old Witch, holding up the balloon like this.

QUESTION: When you spoke of encouraging the artists, what is your feeling now that they're so well known and adored?

GAINES: Pride.

OAVIS: There's something that I've learned. At one period after the horror bit I started walking the streets looking for work, and I was going around to these advertising agencies. And most of the art directors were these young guys who were Mad fans or EC fans and I got a lot of work from those guys, and I appreciated it.

WOOD: Yeah, me too, you know. But you had to wait for them to grow up to get the jobs. [Laughter]

FIELDSTEIN: I'll give you another example of this kind of experience. When I took over Mad in 1956 we started to do movie jokes. I would try to get research stills from the movie companies, and we were blackballed all over the place. The opinion at that time was that you don't make fun of any product. Today we have absolutely no problem. Because all the kids that read Mad then, they look up these movies for themselves. So the movies are in it. And they're proud of this most picture comeback, and they're very cooperative.

But in answer to the question, I have one observation, and it's an observation of sadness. It's interesting that the EC comics have inspired young people to take up art, and it's very sad that there's no market in which you can use your talent, if you have it. It's a sad thing that the comic industry has shrunk to the size it has, whether it's due to the competition of the television and the limitations of the Code and therefore the limiting of the market. It's too bad that the Warren-type comics aren't doing well. By that I mean well enough that there would be six or eight companies.

GAINES: The underground comics, we understand, have a very small circulation of around 20,000. I don't know how a comic with a sale of 20,000 could survive. Of course, they sell for 50¢ or a buck and that does make a difference. I don't know what they pay the artists.

WOOD: Bill, I'm doing a story for the underground press. And it's not bad. It pays better than Charlton. [Much laughter]

FIELDSTEIN: I really feel that the comic book still is an excellent entertainment medium. I think if it were done today without the restrictions, it could become a big industry again. I think the restrictions that are on it are what's hurting it as an industry.

QUESTION: But aren't the underground comics unrestricted?

FIELDSTEIN: Yes, but do you know the education that would have to go on all the way up the line through the distributors, the wholesalers and the retailers to get this thing going again? Because the stigma has lasted for 20 years. But I wish the underground luck, I really do.

GAINES: Strange looking little man over here.

QUESTION: Marie, it's Bill Evans doing horror comics again, would you be his colorer again?

SEVERIN: Well, Mr. Gaines hasn't yet. Let's see what happens I wouldn't mind coloring the horror again. They were a lot of fun.

FIELDSTEIN: Marie, be careful. There'd be no horror this time, it'll be sexy.

GAINES: Incidentally, that strange looking little man over there is my son.

QUESTION: What do you feel when you see your 10¢ artwork selling for $150?

FIELDSTEIN: I wish I had gotten paid that much.

OAVIS: I wish I'd saved some. [Laughter.] I think I burned a whole flock of it.

FIELDSTEIN: He started book burning before the government did!

QUESTION: What do you think of The National Lampoon?


QUESTION: What did you think of their Mad parody in issue #19?

GAINES: Pretty funny. In parts it was very funny.

QUESTION: The National Lampoon brought out a piece on Mad, what did you think of it? [Incredulous snickers]

GAINES: I didn't like that article at all. [Much laughter, applause]

FIELDSTEIN: Could I say something about The National Lampoon? I wish I had their package to play with—the color. We're working our way and they're working their way, but I think their package is great. I don't know if I agree with what they do.

GAINES: George Evans! [Evans enters room to extended applause]

FIELDSTEIN: George has got his spad double parked.

QUESTION: Mr. Evans, it seems that you did the goriest stories, with dismembered bodies and so forth. Did they give you those especially?

GEORGE EVANS: One look at me and that's all they could do. [Laughter.] I don't think so.

FIELDSTEIN: You're wrong. We did give George stories that were gory in their conception. His work was so straight and clean that the atmosphere that he presented was not gothic, so we gave him the stories that were shocking in the gothic concept. So that's what we gave him. And the goriest things he did in plagues that built up the pieces of the body probably "Curiosity Killed 'in Tales from the Crypt #36," and things like that, because he drew such pretty pigeons. The horror was in the writing, really. That went for George and Jack Kamen, who also did that kind of straight illustrative job. We didn't have any trouble with Ghastly. Ghastly could do a graveyard, and even if nothing was happening it was horrible. And Jack Davis had a certain kind of hair, a certain kind of girl, a certain kind of story, a certain kind of ratly looking —[laughter]—style. We didn't have any trouble writing horror stories for him. Johnny Craig, of course, did his own, and he went along with the same kind of shock horror which was more of a concept in the writing than in the actual pictures.

EVANS: If I could just add to that. We talked it over before I even started to work for EC. And they decided, talking with me and seeing the things horror. And Jack Davis had a certain kind of hair, a certain kind of girl, a certain kind of ratly looking —[laughter]—style. We didn't have any trouble writing horror stories for him. Johnny Craig, of course, did his own, and he went along with the same kind of shock horror which was more of a concept in the writing than in the actual pictures.

EVANS: If I could just add to that. We talked it over before I even started to work for EC. And they decided, talking with me and seeing the things horror. And Jack Davis had a certain kind of hair, a certain kind of girl, a certain kind of ratly looking —[laughter]—style. We didn't have any trouble writing horror stories for him. Johnny Craig, of course, did his own, and he went along with the same kind of shock horror which was more of a concept in the writing than in the actual pictures.

QUESTION: Why didn't Evans do more than one story?

EVANS: I was probably the slowest worker they had up there.

GAINES: We probably kept him busy on other things. We codirected our artists, and when we got them into their slot we kept them there. George was very good on horror and war.

QUESTION: I'm curious about the collaboration between
the artist and the writer. Did you rough out the story and then leave the artist to his own devices in illustrating it?'

FELDSTEIN: There were three steps. The first step was the plotting, which Bill and I did. Then there was the writing, and the writing was done in a very strange and unorthodox way. This came out of my experiences in the early days of comics as a freelance. I would get from some supposed writer for comics a script that would tell me that I had to draw a guy driving in a car while in an airplane overhead was a girl tied up and he was talking on the telephone, or whatever, in the car—this kind of impossible situation in terms of illustrations. So when I was writing the stories that Bill and I plotted, I would take into consideration how they would be illustrated, and break them down and write them directly on the illustration board. There was never a script. If you went back to the EC vaults to look for the scripts for all those stories, they don't exist. They were written directly on the illustration board. Then they were lettered, so that there was no problem with an artist taking a script and drawing a panel and sending it to a letterer and finding that the artwork had been overrun with lettering. At that point the artist picked up the story. And all he got from us was the rudimentary basic action that was going on. I was not particularly interested in anything else but explaining to him, if he didn't already know from reading it—it was pretty obvious, when those captions got more lengthy—what was going on. And I let them take it from there. I felt Bill and I made the recipe and we cooked up the cake and there it was, and these guys could decorate it any way they wanted. And I think they were able to creatively augment what we'd done in terms of the story.

QUESTION: Did they ever bring in something that you thought should be changed?

FELDSTEIN: Rarely, there were very few changes. Only if they'd missed an essential point.

QUESTION: You said you wrote the scripts directly on the illustration board. In your books you didn't have hand lettering. How was it done?

FELDSTEIN: Well, it was machine lettering, but it was the same problem. I lettered the captions and the balloons by hand in kind of scratchy capital letters and then it was turned over to the letterer, who would, over my lettering, do the technical areas here. I don't know if you're interested.

GAINES: This reminds me of a story about Al Williamson. I hadn't seen Al for maybe five years, and we met one day and had dinner somewhere, spent a pleasant evening talking and catching up, and we ended up in my apartment and had a few beers. And I walked him down to the subway, and as we walked down the stairs I waved goodbye, and ten years passed, and I see Al, and I say, "Al, I want you to tell me everything that happened since I saw you last." And he said, "Well, when I went down into the subway..." [Laughter]

QUESTION: How did the artists like being boxed into the little panels that were set up for them so they couldn't change the layout or the design of the panels?

EVANS: You asked, Krigstein's answer one time. He said he felt like he was designing a postage stamp every damn time he had one of those little panels to work in. But he did a good job I think, don't you?

DAVIS: Well, it meant just a little less working time.

GAINES: Jack worked by the square yard. A little panel like this would take a lot less time than a big panel.

FOUR: It did and it didn't. You know, sometimes it didn't bother me at all, other times I wished I could have expanded some things.

QUESTION: Were there any special problems in adapting the Bradbury stories, both in the story and for the artists?

FELDSTEIN: The difficulty with the Bradbury things was, being an artist and being cognizant of what the artist was going to have to face when he got the artwork, I tried to break the stories down so that they would come to a point in each panel that would present a picture for these guys to draw. This was a difficult problem with Bradbury. He's very flowery and very wordy, and he moves slowly, very slowly, sometimes nowhere at all. It was difficult. And I think he's not a credit to the artists that they were able to dig up as much interesting illustrations as they did. Wally did "There Will Come Soft Rains" (Weird Fantasy #17) and stuff like that was so tough to break down and illustrate. But the thing that was controlling me was the respect for Bradbury's style. I wanted to get it all in, all I could. So it was a question of trying to mix the two problems together and coming out as best I could. Sometimes it got a little wordy. But from Bradbury's point of view he was very pleased, because I think we captured his stories. When he got to a point of description where the artist could take it over and do it for him, that's where I stepped in a particular panel.

WOOD: I'd like to go back and talk about the system of lettering the pages first. I think this had a lot to do with why the stuff was as good as it was. When we got those pages, lettered and all, all we had to do was go home and draw, and not worry about a thing. We didn't have to show pencils, we brought in the finished product, and we could do just about anything we wanted to do.

FELDSTEIN: Cool it, Wally. You didn't have to show pencils. A lot of the artists showed pencils. [Laughter]

WOOD: There was one other thing. You hand Bill a job and he would hand you a check. And it still goes.

EVANS: The man asked about adapting these things and doing the writing. I asked Al pretty much the same thing, because, as you probably know, most of us have an interest in the writing end of it. I sat while Al was finishing a story that I had come in to pick up, and he didn't have a single scrap of reference of any sort in front of him. He was just lettering steadily from panel to panel, putting balloons in, and he came out right exactly on the end panel. I said, "Al, how do you do it?" He said, "I'm not saying a word; that's the secret of it all." And he did it on every script that he worked with, it came out even without a note, so far as I ever saw.

WOOD: Some of them had 12 panels on the last page.

FELDSTEIN: He just said the word.

GAINES: As a matter of fact, Wally, that's not true.

WOOD: No, I know it.

GAINES: Nobody ever knew how he did it. I don't think Al knows how he did it.

QUESTION: I was wondering, Mr. Feldstein, how you felt about the work of Bernie Krigstein, particularly on "Master Race" [Impact # 1]. You were talking a while ago about how you had broken things down. When he cut up the pages of "Master Race," did you feel that he was right or that you were right?

FELDSTEIN: He was right. I think that Bernie Krigstein was shining a light for us to follow, in terms of where the comic book could go. It's too bad the door was slammed on it. Bill Gaines, Al Feldstein, Jack Davis, Marie Severin.
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But Bernie Krigstein was a pioneer, just the same as we were earlier pioneers in lifting the level of writing and illustration and allowing the guys to do their own styles. We explored a trail, Bernie Krigstein came in and showed us a further trail to go, and I probably, if we had continued, would have adapted my system of working to Bernie Krigstein’s ideas. It probably would have resulted in a reexamination of what we were doing at the time in terms of limitations on the artists. But I think that he was a talented man, and what he did with “Master Race,” increasing it from a six-pager to an 8-pager and causing all kinds of hell in our schedule at the time, improved the product. We couldn’t have had that anarchy all the time, but there would have had to have been some sort of a new system to work with.

QUESTION [John Benson]: Your comics were known for having more text than the average comic. I’d like to know what led you to go in that direction, and whether you feel in retrospect that that was the proper direction for those books to have taken.

FELDSTEIN: I wrote the stories the way I thought they should be told, and I really had no scientific or philosophical approach. I know that they were wordy, and yet it gave the magazine reading time that was greater than the ordinary comic book. This might have given more value for your money. I really couldn’t answer your question. It was all like the old pilots who used to fly by the seat of their pants. That’s the way we did our stuff, and that’s the way I continued to do things throughout my career. I do it the way I feel it.

QUESTION [Benson]: But your earlier comics had much less text than the later ones.

FELDSTEIN: Yes, but the earlier comics were designed to follow standards that were set in the comic industry, which we decided to break away from.

GAINES: This is getting into almost a philosophical discussion on the problem, but perhaps we shouldn’t have been comic magazines. Perhaps we should have been profusely illustrated text magazines of some sort. But we were comic publishers and our business was comics and to tell the kind of stories that we wanted to tell, and to tell as many stories as we wanted to tell, and to tell them as beautifully as they were told, required a lot of words. And so therefore they ended up a little cramped on the pictures, and yet they got the effect that was desired.

QUESTION: Will Mad do a parody of Tales from the Crypt?

GAINES: It wasn’t that good a picture. No, really. We...
pushed dope, and like that. So we ran this biography which was really quite fictitious, there were only a few things in there that were true. [Laughter.] And we published it along with a picture of me that Al drew, with a halo over my head. We did a lot of very stupid things that time, and the wholesalers were fit to be tied. It almost put us out of business. In fact, an association of Eastern wholesalers, the ECIDA, was meeting here in New York at the Hotel Commodore, and we had to literally compose and create a type-written and illustrated apology in six copies for this committee of six, who were meeting to decide whether to put us out of business by simply refusing to handle our stuff. That’s the power the wholesalers hold over the publisher. If he doesn’t handle your stuff, you’re dead. And we managed to convince them that we would mend our ways, which, of course, we didn’t. So as a consequence, Mad #5 is scarce because wholesalers were destroying it, it was a book burning with Mad #5 because of this dreadful thing.

**QUESTION:** Why don’t you reprint that?

**GAINES:** It would happen all over again, and I don’t want to rock the boat. [This biography was eventually reprinted, in Mad Super Special #18, in 1976.]

**QUESTION:** That’s self-censorship.

**GAINES:** That’s all we have is self-censorship. Al Feldstein and I have great rapport, and Al knows just exactly how far to go. And I don’t think I’ve made a change in Mad more than once in two years on the average. I recently asked him to change something that I thought might be slightly libelous, but this is very rare.

**QUESTION:** Is it true that Dr. Wertham has a complete set of EC comics? [Laughter]

**GAINES:** I doubt that very much.

**QUESTION:** How were you able to write the comments by the Crypt Keeper and the Vault Keeper so well? This vehicle has been used by Warren, but yours seemed to fit the story context a lot better.

**GAINES:** This was all the genius of Mr. Feldstein. It all flowed out of his pudgy little fingers. [Applause.] It was just as simple as that. Talent Al was able to write day after day, and in addition to writing the stories, he did the very funny dreadful puns and all the chitchat of the Ghoulunatics.

**QUESTION:** Did Mr. Feldstein create the three characters?

**GAINES:** Al drew them all originally, and then ultimately they were given out on a permanent basis to Jack and Graham and Johnny. For the last may be three years three always drew them, and if they didn’t draw the story, photostats of their work were used. For example, when George Evans did a story in The Vault of Horror which was supposed to be told by the Vault Keeper, George would use a Craig photostat of the Vault Keeper for the opening panel where you’d see the Vault Keeper talking, and then it would go into the Evans artwork up to probably the last panel, which would have a little Vault Keeper saying, “Bye, I’m turning you over to the next one.” And since each one of these comics was literally custom made, when Al and I sat down to write a story, we knew exactly who was going to illustrate the story and where it was going to be in the book, so that we would know which of the other characters he turned it over to. It was all formalized. And one of the reasons, I think, for our success was because everything was written with the artist in mind. When we wrote a story for a particular artist, we knew what he was strong with, so we looked for a story that would fit him.

**FIELDSTEIN:** For example, if Bill had a plot that involved a husband and a lascivious looking wife, we knew that wasn’t for Ghastly.

**QUESTION:** I’d just like to know... [Laughter.]

**GAINES:** You couldn’t beat that one.

**VOICE:** There’s a woman back here...

**GAINES:** A woman! [Applause.]

**QUESTION:** [woman] I’d like to know if you had any female readers back in the fifties.

**GAINES:** Oh yes, absolutely—Marie. [Laughter.] Well, we had a lot of girls, but I’m sure it was predominantly boys. It was probably three to one, I would estimate. Mad today has a similar problem, I’d guess it was about two to one.

**QUESTION:** Could you explain the photos you were pushing at one point? Were they real photos?

**GAINES:** Is Paul Kast here? No! I’d hoped the guy who took them would be here. We had an office boy whose name was Paul Kast. He was also a friend of mine, which is why he was the office boy. That’s the closest I get to... hiring relatives and friends and things. He was working his way through law school, or something. And he conceived this idea of taking these photographs and selling them. This was all his project. We had nothing to do with it. But we cooperated with him to the following extent. Johnny Craig posed for all three pictures. Al Feldstein made up Johnny for the pictures, and Paul took pictures. Then he had them reproduced and we allowed him to sell them through our books at $10 each.

George Evans, Jack Davis, Wally Wood, Marie Severin.
three for a quarter. And I understand it paid for two years of college for him. [Laughter.] I just found out that Roger Hill has obtained from Johnny Craig something like 16 photographs of Al Feldstein making up Johnny Cra$g as these three characters. You'll get them in the next issue of SQua Tront [*5].

QUESTION: Are you familiar with the story "Judgment Day"? [Laughter, groans.]

GAINES. I've heard tell of it. [Laughter.]

QUESTION: Could you tell about the . . .

GAINES: Would you go over and sit with him? [Laughter.]

We answered that question already.

QUESTION: I'd like to direct this to Wally Wood and Marie Severin. Which is the better medium for horror color, or black and white?

WOOD: The National Lampoon, I'd say. [Laughter.] I think I preferred black and white.

SEVERIN: Well, Graham drew like a painter, and his black and white demanded color and it demanded distinctive color to come out right.
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QUESTION: Could each artist say what was their favorite story that they worked on?

SEVERIN: I don't remember stories. Craig's . . . they were all interesting to do. They were good. But I can't remember any titles.

WOOD: Does this bave to be a horror story?

QUESTION: No.

WOOD: I don't know. I sort of liked the one where the girl got married to an alien who clouded her mind.

VOICES: "Spawn of Mars."

DAVIS. I think the Mad story was the one, "The Lone Stranger." [Mad 3 and 8.]

In the horror, it was about a fellow in the swamps down south with a club.

VOICES: "Country Clubbing." [The Haunt of Fear 23.]

DAVIS: I don't even remember the titles.

GAINES: "Country Clubbing?" That's a good title. [Laughter.]

EVANS: I don't recall the title either, but it was one of Al's stories about a brown-skinned little English husband wearing a derby hat all the time, and he finally disposed of his wife the way Al's people always dispose of their wives.

VOICES: [Various suggestions]

EVANS: I really can't . . . the titles don't stay in my mind.

QUESTION: I know what Marie and Jack are doing. I'd like to know what Wally and George have been doing lately.

WOOD: I've been doing some advertising. I have two comic strips now, which only appear in The Overseas Weekly for the armed forces. And I've been doing something for the underground press.

EVANS: I've been don$g just about anything I can come up with including illustrating a couple of books, flying sort of stuff which has been a longtime hobby of mine, and spots for this, that and everything else. The big thing is I've been working as a ghost for the daily pages of one of the newspaper comic strips.

QUESTION: Which one?

EVANS: Terry and the Pirates.

QUESTION: Mr. Wood, you've done all different kinds of comics. Which do you really like to do best?

WOOD: I don't really know. I love science fiction, because I was a real science fiction fanatic that was all I read. Right now . . . wait till you see my things for the underground press, you're not going to believe that.

GAINES: I think a clue to what Wally likes to do is what he did when he was doing Witzend, because there was a chance to do anything he damn pleased. I think Wally really likes fantasy.

QUESTION: Mr. Wood, in Witzend #6 you tell your story "Spawn of Venus," the 3-D story. And you said it was one of the big money losers of all time. Would you mind telling how come?

WOOD: Oh, yes. I remember what Bill paid for that; it was half again what his normal page rates were. But besides drawing it, you had the technical problem of figuring how these things were going to overlap. The safest way to do that was to draw every figure complete, even the ones that were behind other figures. Then you had to opaque them like cells, paint every figure white behind, so my whole apartment, the floor, the sofa, the chairs, everything, was covered. And this stuff didn't dry! [Laughter.] It was a job!

QUESTION: Mr. Evans, how come all the characters you drew always had mustaches just like yours? [Laughter] Was that subconscious?

EVANS: It really was, I didn't know . . .[Laughter.] I didn't have one so I drew them with mustaches. Now I have one you see everybody clean shaven if I do any of that sort of thing.

GAINES: I think we should break up now, but before we go I want to tell you that preceding the Tales from the Crypt film this afternoon are two surprises.

About ten years ago we had to sue a general in Oklahoma who said that Mad was the most insidious propaganda in support of the communist cause that he had ever read. And we were in trouble in Oklahoma. So we sued him, and he retracted. What nobody knows is that I have the television film of him saying it, so you will see today the first public presentation in ten years of Brig. Gen. Clyde Watts calling Mad communist. [Applause.] When I was in Russia in 1968 . . .[Laughter] I had a wonderful visit at the Krokodil offices, which is roughly the Russian Mad. And I was talking to four Krokodil editors, and I wanted to make it very clear to them at the outset that I was not a Communist. This was afterward we had discussed our circulations, and one of the guys said, "With a two million circulation, I wouldn't think you'd be a Communist." [Laughter.]

The second surprise is a film called The Fisherman. This is a funny story. Al Feldstein many years ago got a plot and sat down and wrote a story called "Gone Fishing." [Vault of Horror 22], and Jack Davis illustrated it. One day I was sitting in the Coronet Theater and this little short comes on, and I start watching this thing, and as it unfolds I'm getting this funny feeling in my stomach that I've seen this somewhere before, and then all of a sudden I said, "Oh, no, it couldn't be," and sure enough the end comes, and of course it's Al's snap ending, which I'm not going to tell you. And I say, "YAHB" you know, and go running to my attorney [Laughter.] Of course, I've stolen so many things I wasn't that mad [laughter], but I thought that Al and I should get credit. So we made a deal with Columbia Pictures, who was distributing it, that they would put Al's and my names on as writers, and they would give us two free prints, one for Al and one for me. So you will see that print today.
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HARVEY KURTZMAN: We've only got one live mike here.

ELDER: It's war surplus.

QUESTION: Was your story "The Big If" [Frontline Combat #5] supposed to be protesting war?

KURTZMAN: All our stories really protested war. I don't think we thought war was very nice generally. The whole mood of our stories was that war isn't a good thing. You get killed. And "The Big If" is about a soldier who happens by coincidence to be in a certain place at a certain time and a shell explodes. He could have been several places, but he just happens to stop and gets killed. That's the way war is; you get killed suddenly for no reason.

QUESTION: There was an early story where the airplanes come in and strike in Korea, and there's a big patriotic speech at the end. And to me it seemed a very false note. Someone told me that that was done in order to get your war books on the stands at Army posts, at which point the Army censor would no longer look at the books but you had the books on the stands.

KURTZMAN: Not true. We never had a problem with getting the war books on the Army posts and we never wrote anything to tailor the books for the Army. Right, Bill?

GAINES: [from the floor]: No. In an issue of Mad about 1958 Dave Berg did a story where he suggested that war should be accompanied by just pitting a few athletic people on one side against the other— or else playing ping-pong matches (there was an early one, eh?), or playing chess. This had a little trouble with the PX's; we were banned on that one. But I don't recall any trouble with your war comics.

QUESTION: Do you know the story I'm referring to? It used phrases like, "As long as we are on the side of The Good," with capital letters probably "Contact" in Frontline Combat #2, the last line of which was, "And remember, if we believe in good we can't go wrong!". It seemed like the only false note in any of those stories, which usually treated the enemy as human beings, which was an amazing thing in the middle of the Korean war.

KURTZMAN: I think I remember the story. But frankly I don't remember the patriotic speech. I think there was a story where we talked about the efficacy of mechanical things, weapons, planes that a technological country like ours has. That's as far as my memory goes.

QUESTION: In Frontline Combat #4 there's a story "Combat Medic" where the Korean troops speak Korean. Is that authentic Korean?

KURTZMAN: Yes, it was. As a matter of fact I remember badgering Jack on that story. I think we got a standard medical kit with all the tools, and I would say to Jack, "You've gotta have a suture here and a gauze pad here." Remember that? And I went to the Korean consulate for the language, so it was as authentic as we could make it.

QUESTION: What are they saying? [Laughter.]

KURTZMAN: Funny thing. I can repeating the Korean, but I can't remember what it means. I think it was like "Potrzebe." [Laughter.]

WILL ELDER: If you'd read the titles on the bottom of the page... did you notice them?

QUESTION: From time to time, yes.

KURTZMAN: He's lying. There were never... It was something like, "Eyoro kill kassu." I think it meant something like, "I'm hungry."

ELDER: You insulted my wife. [Laughter.]

KURTZMAN: Everybody knows this is Will Elder. He's slightly mad.

ELDER: Slightly Mad's another magazine. It's a smaller magazine.

KURTZMAN: He's slightly Anne Fanny [Elder points quizzically to his chest.] Very slightly. [Laughter.]

QUESTION: When you said in your comics, "This is a true story," were these always true?

KURTZMAN: When I said it, it was true.

QUESTION: Could you rap on that bit—the ways you'd talk to veterans?

KURTZMAN: I think that we can all probably talk about it. When I started thinking about the problems involved in
doing the stories, I'd send Jerry De Fuccio on assignments to pick up material. And Jerry can probably tell you about the trip when he went down in a submarine, and when we sent him up in a rocket.

JERRY DE Fuccio: Jack Davis was doing a story called "Silent Service" [Two-Fisted Tales #32]. Harvey asked me, "What do you know about submarines?" So I said, "I only have a six foot shelf on submarines at home." And Harvey said, "That isn't enough. You're going to New London, Connecticut, You're going to the sub base and you're going to get a lot of information. I want you to come home with sound effects: the bang of the cannon, the diving bell and the supper chimes." So I went up there and the public information officer was under the impression that I was to go out on the USS Guardfish, the training sub. I figured that this was a little wrinkle that Harvey had planned for me, so we went out in the Long Island Sound. We submerged, and it was quite fascinating.

Harvey wasn't very trusting. He said, "When you get up to New London, give me a phone call." So instead, I sent him a telegram that read, "Many brave hearts are asleep in the deep, grub grub." It was really a fascinating tour. But the trouble with doing these stories was that you'd get all wrapped up in the history of the Alamo, and you almost had no desire to go on to the next topic, which was some other distant far away war or battle.

WOOD: How about the dumbo; you took a trip in the dumbo.

KURTZMAN: I took a trip in the dumbo. Wally is talking about a story that I wrote and Wally drew, about Grumman amphibious rescue planes ["Albatross" in Frontline Combat #14], and making a trip in a plane. And when I got back on the airfield, they strapped a parachute on my back. We went up in a sea plane; it was very thrilling. And I kept saying, "Why the parachute?" We were well over the water by that time, and they said, "Well, this actually isn't an ordinary flight, we're test flying the plane, because every time we sell an airplane we have to test it out. So we put a parachute on you in case things happen." Then they shut off one engine. Then like that. And I think it was then that I decided to get an assistant. From that point forward, Jerry started going up in the airplanes.

Have we exhausted ourselves on our research experiences?

OE Fuccio: I knew I was a real veteran when I was given a cast iron model of a Mauser to bring to Wally's house in Forest Hills, and I was on a crowded subway platform and it fell out of the paper bag. [Laughter.] And I picked it up very casually, and then I knew that I was...

KURTZMAN: Did you ever try to pull the trigger? It wasn't cast iron: Your assignment was to go to Wally and kill! [Laughter.] He was late for a deadline.

QUESTION: In reference to stories like the one on the amphibious plane, do you see any relationship between all of that, but it came toward the end, as opposed to the beginning when you had these incredibly grisly anti-war stories portraying war as something really terrible. Was that a conscious decision, or is that just the way things worked out?

KURTZMAN: You probably sense something that in fact was true. There was a certain amount of complacency with the Air Force in the pages of the stories. That is, we wanted to do stories on the planes themselves, the technology of this or that plane. And we'd go to the Air Force and try to do a technological story as well as a human story. You sense the fact that we were working with a machine rather than with people as we might in one of our "people" war stories, where we'd work on the level of a GI, a single soldier having an experience in combat.

OE Fuccio: There's a later story called "Sailor" [Frontline Combat #11] about a Navy medic which was pretty damn grisly. I think Wally drew that.

WOOD: No, I think Jack Davis drew that.

KURTZMAN: But on the whole it seems that the editorial policy of the war book changed from a really cynical look at the institution of war to one of giving credit to all these guys doing a brave job. I'm not trying to bring up a moral question, but it's an interesting change.

KURTZMAN: There was no conscious... There was a point where we changed the system of doing the issues, and I'm sure that's reflected in the contents late along in the line. But always consciously our main theme was to talk about war, to tell about war like it was. I was always conscious of that purpose. But we were constantly experimenting with different kinds of stories. [There is an outbreak of coughing on the podium.] One of our panel is dying [Elder rushes to the rescue, sets out many paper cups to be filled, turns it into a shell game, laughter.]

QUESTION: That has been bothering me for about 16 years...

KURTZMAN: I'd see a doctor if I were you. [Laughter, applause.] Does that answer your question?

QUESTION: I don't know who drew it, but do you suppose that the aeolipile could be construed as a modern weapon of warfare?

KURTZMAN: That gentleman picked up something out of our Mad comics. Do you know that they took aeolipile out of the modern Webster dictionary? Does anyone not know what an aeolipile is?

ELDER: Hemorrhoids, with something around it. [Laughter, the microphone gives out a hideous screech, Elder clears out his ear with his little finger, laughter.]

KURTZMAN [desperately]: What's that to do with our war machine?

QUESTION: Did you ever get caught up in one particular historical period when you were writing the war stories? Did you prefer one over another?

KURTZMAN: Well, we got into the Civil War thing.It was a favorite project of mine. We were hot to do the story of the Civil War from front to back. I think we almost reached Gettysburg and then quit.

WOOD: We did Gettysburg, we did that first.

KURTZMAN: No, we didn't do Gettysburg first did we? OE Fuccio. Sumter was first.

KURTZMAN: Sumter? What do you mean, Sumter?? Excuse us folks. We may have a little fight up here.

WOOD: Gettysburg was the first story.

KURTZMAN: We started the sense trying to highlight the most vital personalities in the war, and then the opening shot, Fort Sumter, if I'm not mistaken. But we did Lincoln, Grant and Lee in separate issues. I think the very first story was Lincoln. [Both Wood and Kurtzman are correct. "Gettysburg," in Frontline Combat #2 was the first story about the Civil War to appear. "Abe Lincoln" in Frontline Combat #9 was the first story in the Civil War Special Issue series.]

QUESTION [Howard Chaykin]: Knowing John Severin's politics at the time... [laughter]... Everyone's been talking about that.

KURTZMAN: I think you ought to address that question to his sister. Marie Severn, stand up. [Applause] Marie used to color our war comics.

QUESTION [Chaykin, apparently amused]: Really?

KURTZMAN: She was the best. And she would share the aggravation of authenticity with us.

SEVERN [from the floor]: I certainly did.

KURTZMAN: If she didn't get the color right she had to do double time around the parade ground with a rifle. And you asked...

QUESTION [Chaykin]: You didn't let me finish the beginning of the question. It seemed that because of the anti-war tone of the book, Severn did more historical stories, like the Tubridy stories. Did he object to doing stories that were, if not blatantly, apparently subtly against war?

KURTZMAN: John had a great feeling for history. He was a collector of costumes and war memorabilia, and he was just the best war history not going that I knew of. And so he came quite naturally to historical war stories. He was fantastically good, and still is, at historical costumes and weapons. I think it'll attest to that.

QUESTION [Chaykin]: Did he actually have any objection to doing a story that was... you know.

KURTZMAN: Well, I think we have that problem with all artists. You always have that problem in writers working with artists, where they very often don't see eye to eye with you and they have feelings about it. No two people think alike. I'm sure John had objections. I'm sure that at one time or another
we all had objections. Right, gang? [laughter, Elder thumbs his nose, the microphone gives out another ungodly squawk; Elder checks his watch by holding it to his ear, laughter]  

**QUESTION:** Could you compare your war books to the current war comics, especially DC, with its "Make war no more."

**KURTZMAN:** Maybe someone else here is up on what they’re doing today. Frankly, I’m not.

**WOOD:** I’ve seen that, Harvey. It’s Sgt Rock in "War is Fun," and at the very last panel is this little blurb that they stuck on, "Make war no more." He’ll kill thousands of Germans, but...

**QUESTION [Mark Kotowski]:** In the story “War Machines” [Frontline Combat #5], the soldier is portrayed as a fighting machine They had to take a mountain and they went in and cleaned it out like the good machine. John Severin lent a certain strength and almost mechanized movement to the figures, in contrast to your art in "The Big If," which created a very human, almost pathetic, character. And I wondered if this was intentional, if you gave a story of that type to Severin, and a more...

**KURTZMAN:** I’m sure that various strips were given to various artists because of the relationship to their ability, or their enthusiasm, to do that kind of story. But in the two stories you mentioned, the focus of attention was different. In "The Big If," the attention was on a personality, a human being, and the fact that he loses his life. And it’s a very tragic event, because you recognize him as a person. The other story was about machinery.

**QUESTION [Kotowski]:** No, it was about the foot soldier as a piece of machinery.

**KURTZMAN:** Well, I think I made the point that machines are very important in battles today, but in the end it’s the human being who’s really the most significant factor, and I think that’s borne out by Viet Nam today. You don’t win with machinery, you win them with people on the ground. But in that particular story there was no room really to concentrate on the people we were talking about. I think the point was made that the soldier is the most important one of a series of weapons. There was no intention to make the soldier appear mechanical or a non-person. But unfortunately that’s the point that came across to you, I see. But it served the purposes of the story, and I don’t feel guilty about it.

**QUESTION:** This is not to open old wounds, but...

**KURTZMAN:** Oh, oh, here it comes...

**QUESTION:** . . . I’d like to know how the individual artists felt working with the very strict layouts.

**KURTZMAN:** I’d like to hear that, too.

**DAVIS:** I don’t know. I think the end product came out pretty good—the detail and all. There’s a lot of people that appreciate detail and there’s a lot of people that don’t. Once you do something you like it to be authentic. Where doing the horror books you didn’t have to be authentic, this was something that you’d like for it to come across as true, and Harvey felt very strongly about truth—the way the weapons worked and everything. We did the best we could, and I enjoyed it. It wasn’t that bad I’d hate to do it all the time.

**ELDER:** Harvey was a very good talker. In the early stages of the war comics he would sit down with most of the artists and describe the story to them panel by panel, and he’d go through the sound effects. He’d say, “This guy is holding a gun and he lets go a blast, BRRRRAOWW!” And I said, “My God, you ought to put yourself on a record.” And before you knew it you got very absorbed in the story and it became very interesting.

**KURTZMAN:** BHLOOH! BHOOM! AKAKAKAKAK! [laughter.]

**ELDER:** Yes dear, I’ll be home in a minute. And so you got so absorbed in the story because of Harvey’s descriptions that eventually you saw the thing laid out as he described it, and before you knew it you were very much involved. I found it very interesting.

**EVANS:** The first thing I did for Harvey was the story of Napoleon [Frontline Combat #10], and Harvey wanted me to draw every one of Napoleon’s troops, and every one of the Austrians, the Prussians, the Russians and everything else. And he had taken the time...

**KURTZMAN:** Uh uh, Not very one.

**EVANS:** Complete with uniforms and name tags.

**KURTZMAN:** All I wanted was half the Napoleonic army, not all of it. We didn’t have enough room in the panel. You didn’t have to draw their feet.

**EVANS:** I drew little dots; but Harvey had meticulously done all those before that, I think he knew every man’s name that was in it.

**KURTZMAN:** You’d better believe it.

**EVANS:** So I just decided that I didn’t have about five or six years to put into this, and I did it with variations on his tight layouts. I didn’t work for Harvey for a little over a year or so, and John Severin had done a story of something about flying in World War I, and we were out having dinner together, and Harvey and his desire for authenticity came up, and somebody commented on it, and I said, “Fine, but he had a couple of mistakes.” And from that point on . . . heh heh.

**KURTZMAN:** I had a couple of mistakes??

**EVANS:** The story had a couple of mistakes in it. **KURTZMAN:** All these many years, and you choose to tell me now? I had a couple of mistakes??

**EVANS:** You did . . . you did . . . I agreed then to do those air stories. After, I think, you vowed never to have another Evans drawing in your pages.

**KURTZMAN:** Wait a minute, Who made the mistakes? You made the mistakes!

**EVANS:** No, no, no I corrected them.

**KURTZMAN:** I made the mistakes??

**EVANS** [flustered:] Well, the point was, this story . . . heh heh.

**KURTZMAN:** YOU’RE FIRED! [laughter.]

**EVANS:** Anyway, at a given point I began working for Harvey again. He had put all this time and effort and so on
KURTZMAN: Listen, we did that Immelman turn. We drew the Immelman turn, huh?

EVANS: About those mistakes. You want to go into the Immelman turn? That's not a dance step, the Immelman turn.

KURTZMAN: We're saving the best for last, Wally?

WOOD: Actually, what Harvey would do was not just write the story, but give us layouts for every panel...

EVANS: ...and every man in every panel.

WOOD: which I didn't feel...

KURTZMAN: Just because I gave you a diagram on where to go to the bathroom during the coffee break, you didn't have to get sore, Chees!

WOOD: I suppose I can honestly say that most of the time it didn't make any trouble, because that's how the way I would have done it anyway. [Laughter.] But there were times when I changed Harvey's layouts, right?

KURTZMAN: The skeletons in the closet are all coming out. Yeah, we used to talk about this all the time, and in my own defense I must point out that all of these guys were the greatest cartoonesque talents of that particular period—and today—and as such these were all very strong individuals. I, too, have my own individuality, and it'd be hard to claim. The fact that we did get along as well as we did I think was amazing, because we did overlap so much, and if we weren't on the same wavelength, we'd really be stepping on each other's toes. But I don't think we had that much friction, and I think it's a tribute to the particular guys here. They were an unusually easy group to work with.

GAINES: My recollection of what happened there was that you never had the time for Two-Fisted Tales because Mad went monthly, and secondly, the Korean war being over, the war books stopped selling as such, and we dropped Frontline Combat and we converted Two-Fisted Tales into an adventure hook.

VOICE: Actually, it just reverted back to its...

KURTZMAN: Yeah. When we'd originally started Two-Fisted Tales, the concept was we were going to do blood and thunder tales and rip-roaring adventure.

KURTZMAN: Harvey, in most of the stories you drew yourself I notice there was an absence of a lot of color. A panel would be only one or two colors. Was this a direction on your part to the colorist, and why did you choose to do it that way? I personally liked the more varied colors like in the voodoo story in the second issue of Two-Fisted Tales ['Jivaro Death'].

KURTZMAN: The voodoo story?

VOICE: The one that was stolen.

KURTZMAN: Stolen??

VOICE: Inspired...

KURTZMAN [mock offense]: I don't know what he's talking about.

EVANS: Genius is when you know how to be inspired and rise above the original, right?

KURTZMAN: Right. Anyhow, we started experimenting with color. Color had been pretty slapdash, without any overall plan or system. The color would generally be out of our hands; it'd be used at the engravers. And sometimes we wanted the color to do special things. A case in point was in one airplane story ['Panther Jet' in Frontline Combat #13]. When airplanes were ready below deck in aircraft carriers, the below decks was bathed in red light, the condition was always red down below there. And we wanted that, so we used a monotone of red. I think my absolute favorite color story was the one that Jack did, where the whole thing was in blacks and blues ['B-26 Invader' in Frontline Combat #12]. It was a night bombing mission where the B-26 takes off in the dark and comes back in the dark, and we did it all in blues and little pinpoints of yellow. That was really exciting to me, the fact that it wasn't color everywhere. I didn't miss it.

KURTZMAN: It didn't affect me LOOK OUT!! [He dyes under the table] No... I was pretty much against war, and I still think it's a dreadful business, and I haven't ever felt any differently. I just think it's a terrible blight that visits us again and again, and it's something that we could well do without. It's unfortunate that we haven't figured a way out of wars.

DE FUCCIO: Harvey, when you first went into the service, you had an experience. They were tearing up an old barracks and there were these rats' nests there, and these men went wild and they were clubbing these rats to death, and that made a terrible impression on you.

KURTZMAN: Jerry really bauls them out of the cellar. Well, I'd forgotten that little episode in my life. But the cruelty of that moment where we did discover rats under that barracks...the little animals went against that very direction, and there's this platoon of guys just having a wild old time smashing them...was to me an example of man's irreverence to...

VOICE: ...to rats?

KURTZMAN: Yes, even rats I just had a very strong feeling that if mankind did have more of a reverence for life that possibly we'd have less killing.

SEVERIN: Is that the extent of your war experience?

KURTZMAN: Well, I can tell you about some wild times in Galveston, but that's not what we came here for. As a matter of fact, I think that Wally and Willy really had the war experiences, and Jack got out of the country a lot more than I did. I think Jack was in China. Willy was in the Battle of the Bulge. Wally was in the Murmansk Run, and George was flying with the Red Cross.

EVANS: I was in the flying training command. KURTZMAN: And I was in the pearl divers—the dishwashers piloting. I did a lot of KP.

VOICE: Do you have any thoughts on Blazing Combat, which got squelched?

VOICE: What do you mean, "got squelched"?

KURTZMAN: I'm not familiar with it.

ELDER: [incredulous]: You're not familiar with a thought in your head? [Laughter.]

KURTZMAN: The details on that Apparently they weren't well distributed, or banned from PX's, or something, because of the anti-Viet Nam stories they had before that was popular.

EVANS: I did one or two pages of fillers for them. I knew the sales were not good, but I didn't know that it was due to distribution problems.

WOOD: I'm sure that's not it. War comics just don't sell.

KURTZMAN: In retrospect it seems that you were doing anti-war stories. At the time you were doing them, was that apparent to your readership? Did you get any reactions to that type of story?

KURTZMAN: No, we never got into that. I think simply because our— or certainly my—point of view is: I don't regard myself as a man who pushes specific opinions or strong points of view. I like to think that I spend my time trying to describe what's true and what is, and to describe it as well as I can. And that's what the war was all about, that's what going down in submarines was all about; and when we did "human" stories on particular soldiers, that's why I talked to soldiers, and asked them. Do you mean, "Did the readers miss the point?"

KURTZMAN: Did they think you were trying to do something else? Did you get angry letters from people?
KURTZMAN: Well the readers always think all kinds of things. But generally we never had trouble with readers, or censorship, or... I don't think we made people mad, generally speaking. But you never know what the audience is thinking. I never tried to make my audience think any one thing. The audience to me is a great unpredictable beast.

EVANS: That's a very good question, if I understand what you're saying, and I think my answer to it would be that things are colored by the times you live in, and there was no real push at the time as to whether people were really anti-war or pro-war. And so the stories were taken pretty much as entertainment. From what mail I saw, you were more likely to get a criticism that you had the wrong unit badges or something of that sort. Nowadays, everything, you realize, everything is considered propaganda. At the time there may have been some leaning in that direction, but I don't think it reached down to the people that were reading the sort of thing we did. If you'll recall, at the time other magazines all the way up to the very high-price slicks were publishing war stories, some reasonably anti-war and some real pro-gung-ho, and either people accepted it as entertainment or ignored it. And I think that's the way it was with us. As I say, your big criticisms were if you had the wrong cap on somebody, or this particular rifle wasn't yet used. But in the light of our time we think everything has a message.

I don't think the stories that were assigned to me carried a message, other than those that were biographical, when Harvey was really reflecting the person's point of view. For instance, he took Immelman who was a German flyer and an extremely arrogant man who believed that the Kaiser was next to, or maybe above God if it came to that. And Harvey put him across that way as a man who was doing what he considered the Kaiser's and God's will and the fact that he was killing people didn't bother him. And that's the way Harvey presented the story. You got an excellent picture of Immelman without moralizing. And if anyone chose to take anything out of it, he was really looking below or above levels that we were working on.

DE Fuccio: Harvey did emphasize that the enemy was human. He showed that they had kids, and pictures in their wallets and all that, just as the Americans did.

KURTZMAN: The enemy had problems, too.

DE Fuccio: They were really compassionate war stories, I think.

EVANS: But not propaganda.

KURTZMAN: That's it. I personally don't like propaganda. We don't like it at all. And I don't like to have it come at me, and I don't like to dish it out.

QUESTION: In your considered opinion, who was the best artist who worked for you? [Laughter]
WOOD: No, I'm sure of it, because I went to Gettysburg and I came back and I started to work on the story. We had no idea of a series then.

KURTZMAN: Now, wait a minute. . . . we did a separate Civil War story. You're right. But it wasn't a part of the series.

QUESTION: Did you enjoy doing Two-Fisted Tales more than The Haunt of Fear, where the stories were just made up? Did you enjoy getting the facts?

KURTZMAN: Yes, and I enjoyed it for the reason that I tried to express before. I enjoyed thinking that I was telling little known true stories. It was the truth stories that I was interested in putting down on paper; vignetted of truth.

QUESTION: Do you see any possibility of an adventure come coming out today, geared towards adults?

KURTZMAN: It's always possible. As a matter of fact, if you look at the European comic books, they're doing fantastic things on an adult level, beautiful caricatures. It's always possible, sure. It's being done even as we speak.

QUESTION: The people on the horror panel were pretty pessimistic about it.

KURTZMAN: There's always pessimism. Then a guy comes along and does it, and then the pessimism vanishes.

EVANS: If you're really buff of this sort of thing, the Civil War, the historical aspects, and so on, there are all kinds of societies that put out a great deal of very accurate information and material. There are Civil War clubs, which publish journals, Revolutionary War clubs, and, of course, John Severn belongs to the American Historical Society, which puts out plates and whatnot, and there are two aviation societies which put out extremely accurate information. So anybody who's a real buff of this stuff...

QUESTION: Did the war comics ever play a part or were they really far removed from the same concern horror comics?

KURTZMAN: I really don't remember.

EVANS: There was this much: whether they were involved in the senate hearings or not, they came under the Comcs Code thing, and it becomes impossible to do anything, because there were such idiotic things as, for example, if you had a ship explode with silhouettes of six bodies being blown up off the deck, they'd come up with the idea of taking three out to minimize the violence by half. [Laughter]

QUESTION: Was there an outline or a regular script that the artist would follow when doing a story?

KURTZMAN: It was already lettered when the artist would draw it, if I'm not mistaken.

WOOD: Yeah.

QUESTION: You said something earlier about pictures right on the page.

WOOD: The overlays, you used to do them on the overlays.

KURTZMAN: Yeah, we'd storyboard the story, and then the letterer would put the lettering right in on the unfinished art.

QUESTION: Did you use a typewriter?

KURTZMAN: No. I couldn't use a typewriter—only with a pencil, like this [demonstrates].

VOICE: I think while he was working on it, he was rubbing across the page with his elbow.

QUESTION: On the team of Severn and Elder, how did you split up your duties?

ELDER: John Severn was a remarkable artist as far as drawing uniforms, soldiers. He had a great sense of history; it was his hobby as I pointed out earlier. I didn't. I was more of a humorist; I never could get into that corner of it while working on the war stories. Eventually it did come along John was very facile at that type of work. Now, John at that time didn't have the ability to dramatize it in black and white, and I did. And I had a little experience doing that; in fact, that was my faculty. John was a marvelous artist, had great historical background, and drew very rapidly. And there was always a time element involved. I was very fast with the inking and dramatization of the stories, and together we seemed to work very well and very rapidly. And this thing had to be out, you know, deadlines don't wait for anyone.

QUESTION: Did the other artists pencil and ink their own work?

KURTZMAN: Pretty much. It's always good if the guy handles the whole thing. The more you handle yourself, the more artistic the product is, because you have more control. I think we're running out of questions. [My hands go up in the audience.] And we just got word that the whole place blows up in. . . . Yes, from the kid there. A three year old kid. You weren't around when we were doing comic books.

QUESTION: Mr. Elder, how come you didn't do more horror stories like "Stop, You're Killing Me!" [Tales from the Crypt 'n 37]?...

ELDER: I think it was kind of against my grain. I never dug that type of bag. As I mentioned before, I'm a humorist. I love humor, it's the only way I can express myself. I think each one of us here can express himself in a certain avenue of art, and this is my strongest point. Now, why do anything less than that; it'd only be foolish. So until Mad came along, which was just right for me, I worked in horror because it was making a living it's as simple as that. It wasn't so simple sometimes.

QUESTION: How did you decide which topics to get into, editorially?

KURTZMAN: Well, at one time we had a policy that we'd do two contemporary stories and two historical stories, something like that. A very crude division. We'd try to do one from the past, one from the present, and one from the middle. Does that make sense?

QUESTION: I was wondering, have you ever done any work in films?

KURTZMAN: As a matter of fact, there's a film you can see me in this very week. I'm in a Scripto commercial. I want you to know that after all these years I've wound up selling pencils [Laughter]. And that's the extent of my film career.

QUESTION: I thought that since writing and editing a comic book is similar in many ways to directing a film...

KURTZMAN: Similar in many ways, but film is a whole different thing. It's like, everybody used to say, "Why doesn't Will Eisner make a film?" And you know, we devote our lives to our particular thing, and the fact that we do something that barely relates to films doesn't mean that we're entitled to then jump into films. It's really not that simple, because you have to devote yourself to whatever you're in. Yes, the gentleman over there...

QUESTION: Didn't you ... you go first...

KURTZMAN: Actually I meant the other one [Questioner permotises a punch to neighbor Archie Goodwin.] Right, go ahead, hit him [Goodwin lifts chair in retaliation. Laughter].

QUESTION: What about the animated film that's on TV tonight, Mad Monster Party?

- VOICES [including Goodwin]: Right.

KURTZMAN [groans and clutches his throat]. Well, I think I'll go home now folks. I wrote for them like one evening and made about $3,000, and then they threw it all out the window and they put my name on it. It's totally irrelevant to anything I do or did.

QUESTION: When is your book coming out?

KURTZMAN: We're scheduled to publish this year, but the publishing date seems to be elusive. It advances in front of me.

QUESTION: What gave you the idea to write a history of comics? [Laughter].

KURTZMAN: I suddenly got this incredible original inspiration. [Laughter] Well, it started out that a publishing company asked me to do it, and... can we talk about girls, or something?

QUESTION: Where did you get your pictorial research information, to make the war stories so accurate?

DAVIS I usually let EC supply the material for me; Jerry did the research. And I have a library of books on pistols and shotguns and things of this sort.

KURTZMAN: Yeah, it's pretty cut and dried. I used to go to the gun store and get lots of catalogues. [In confidential tones] I've got a collection of restricted catalogues, let me tell you. Talk about the Pentagon Papers . . . if they knew about my catalogues. You get information from training manuals, catalogues, newspapers, Life magazine. I had a live hand grenade sitting in the middle of my studio.

Any techniques I haven't covered? Fascinating bits of information, right folks? I think this may be a good time to break it up.
THE SCIENCE FICTION PANEL

One P.M., Sunday, May 28, 1972

GAINES: Well, you’ve got the heart and meat of the whole EC science fiction people right here. With the exception of Feldstein, who wrote it and did some covers, these are the three science fiction greats, and I’m delighted that all three of them were able to make this panel. Because this is it, I mean, there ain’t no more. Wally Wood, I guess, was the dean, and the first of the science fiction artists to come to EC. And Wally kind of brought Joe and Al along with him. And this was it. So let’s just throw it right open to questions. [Silence. Laughter.] That was the quickest panel in the history of comic cons.

QUESTION: Bill, is Al going to be here later? [Laughter.]

GAINES: I’m afraid Al Feldstein has left us for the glory of his home on the lake somewhere.


QUESTION: You once answered a letter that dealt with a story about vivisection to the effect that the stories weren’t written to make any moral point. But all of the stories seemed to have some teaching purpose in the sense of making us more aware. Toward the end of the science fiction books, the stories, it seemed to me, became very obviously morally oriented toward anti-war. Earth was always being isolated by the rest of the universe because of its war-making capacities. Was that a conscious editorial decision?

GAINES: Yes. If we ever answered a letter that we were not trying to teach anything with our science fiction stories, we were lying. I don’t remember any such answer to a letter, but if you say we did it, we did it. On the contrary, science fiction traditionally has been a great vehicle for an author to try to teach a moral or ethical lesson, and we certainly were doing that throughout the entire history of EC’s science fiction stuff. And if we said differently, I can’t imagine why we did, except that we thought it was good business to say it or something, I don’t know. As for the second part of what you said, it wasn’t so much an anti-war stand as probably a belief on my part at that time that People Are No Damn Good. This was a well known strain that you’d see running through a lot of science fiction stories, that the whole galaxy was so disgusted with Man that they would isolate him. “Don’t let him out of where he’s coming from, ’cause he’ll only make trouble.” It wasn’t anti-war per se, it was anti-people.

QUESTION: In the horror you gave certain artists certain types of stories. Did the same go for science fiction?

GAINES: Not as much, because these three guys could do anything. We did give certain kinds of stories to Jack Kamen. If you remember, Jack Kamen would do the kind of story where people would mix up girls in the bathtub out of instant powder. Kamen drew pretty girls, but he didn’t do rocket ships or anything like that. That stuff usually went to these three guys. If it came to equipment, Williamson, with the aid of Krenkel, or Wally or Joe were unsurpassed in futuristic equipment and rocket ships and BEMs—Bug-Eyed Monsters. We used to call them BEMs. Do they still call them BEMs?

VOICES: Yes.

QUESTION: What did you people think when the Comics Code tried to tell you that the magazines you were publishing were too horrible for children and they wanted to change it all?

GAINES: Well, of course we thought it was absurd, and I’m sure we all still do. The Code was directed more at horror and crime comics than the science fiction, although we had to change the name of our science fiction from Weird Science-Fantasy to Incredible Science Fiction because the word “weird” was not allowed on a comic book. And, of course, I’m sure most of you folks know the story of how the Torres story ["An Eye for an Eye"], which is in Woody Gelman’s Nostalgia Press volume, would not be passed by the Code because it was too dreadful to suggest that somebody had three eyes. And we
had to substitute Joe Orlando’s “Judgment Day,” which was perfectly all right with everybody.

**QUESTION** I’d like to ask Joe Orlando, who’s now working for DC, why DC doesn’t come out with a science fiction type magazine of short stories. They have the talent there to do a good job.

**JOE ORLANDO:** I think the question will be best answered by how Bill Gaines felt about science fiction as compared to horror commercially.

**GAINES:** Oh, yes. Of course, our science fiction books last money. That’s a very important point which I neglected to mention. The horror and the crime books were supporting the science fiction. This was true for at least the last half of the life of the science fiction books. We were actually losing money on them, and we published them merely because we loved them. And we always worked that way at EC. If we were making a profit, we cut them, and when we made money, we were making money and always did make money with our five crime and horror titles, and they supported the two science fiction and Harvey’s war titles for a bit because those four were losing. And even *Mad*, the first three issues lost. But we always looked at the overall picture. We didn’t worry about such specific magazines, because we published to a large extent because we loved what we were publishing.

**QUESTION** If you were still going today, would you still keep up the science fiction and the war books even though they were losing money?

**GAINES:** If I were still publishing something that was making money, yes.

**QUESTION:** You’re publishing...  
**GAINES:** Sure. You’re beautifully working me into a corner. [Laughter] But that’s presupposing there’s no Code. I have always said, and I said for 20 years, I will never work under that Code again. I spent one year under that Code and what it did to my stomach, I don’t want repeated. It was a very difficult year.

**QUESTION:** What do you think of Dr. Wertham?

**GAINES:** First of all, I heard a rumor that he died, and if he died, I don’t want to say anything. And if he didn’t die, then he’s sick! [Laughter.] But if he’s healthy, I’ll answer your question. I’m sure that Wertham basically believes what he said. Basically, I think because he was making a good living out of it... you know, sometimes you can color your own beliefs because you’re making a living out of it, and perhaps Wertham was doing that. Certainly I caught him in a couple of little dishonest tricks where he was obviously lying, and I can’t believe he didn’t know it. But I think that perhaps he felt that the lies were for the general good over all. Wertham, remember, was on the side of the children. You would frequently find him testifying for the defense; if some kid were picked up for a crime, and the prosecution was trying to send this kid away to God-knew-what-for-how-long, Wertham would frequently find testifying for the child.

And his position would be, well, it wasn’t the kid’s fault because this or that environmental factor has to be taken into consideration. And among the environmental factors that he felt were doing these things to the kid he was trying to defend, he singled out comic books. So, in a way, while we all despise what he did to comic books, you could say that perhaps he was doing it for a good cause, in another issue. It’s all water under the bridge at this point.

**QUESTION:** Yesterday Mr Feldstein went into some detail about how you plotted a story and laid it out on the board for the artist. I’d like to hear from each of the artists, especially about the Bradbury stories, what they did, had they read the story beforehand, and what background material they used to get their concepts.

**ORLANDO:** I usually didn’t read the story before. Only after I drew the story and liked it, I looked it up in the prose form and read it, and said, “Wow, that’s a great story!” I feel... I probably was very busy, and the other thing was that it probably would have scared the hell out of me if I read it in prose. It would have stopped me cold, perhaps for a couple of weeks, before I got the courage to draw the story. But I usually got all the background material from Al. He would tell me what he thought he would like to see in the pictures and the continuity. And I drew from my own background, you know... what I would like to put in.

**WOOD:** Let’s see, I’m trying to remember. I think mostly it was the other way around. I had read those stories some time before. And I must say they were very good adaptations. The story was all there, there were less words. It got the feeling, and it translated very well into comics. Where did I get my concepts? That’s quite a question, like “How do you draw pictures?” It would suggest something to me. I did a lot of research for that story—there will come Soft Rains,” everything that looked remotely like futuristic settings I probably worked harder on that story than anything I ever did.

**AL WILLIAMSON:** I just tackled the thing like I would Al’s scripts. They were very easy to do. He would go over the story with me. I’d come in to deliver a job, and he’d have a new one ready for me. And we’d sit down for about half an hour, I’d read it, then we’d go over it together. He would suggest something that wasn’t in the captions. But I never read Bradbury’s stuff. I only read the things that Al Feldstein had adapted. I found it very easy to work with, no trouble.

**QUESTION:** Did you visit the High School of Industrial Arts during the fifties?

**GAINES:** Yes, the whole staff went up there once—at least once.

**QUESTION:** I go to the school now, and I heard that everyone showed up in limousines and beautiful clothes and everything, and then Al Williamson came running out in a jacket and a bolo tie, under his arm. [Laughter]

**GAINES:** Well, not substantially. [Laughter] First of all, I don’t think any of us ever owned a limousine. And if you did own a limousine, unless it was a chauffeur-driven limousine, you wouldn’t take it to the School of Industrial Arts because you couldn’t park it. So we probably all got there in taxis. This was like 20 years ago, and I’m sure the story over the years has grown and grown. What probably happened is that we all showed up with ties except Al who came in a T-shirt.

**ORLANDO:** I remember something about that that I’d like to point out.

**WILLIAMSON:** Thank you, Joe. [Laughter.]

**ORLANDO:** Al didn’t go to that school, and I did. I knew the principal Kenny, and after it was all over he came to me, and he said, “He’s a terrific artist”—and he did the best drawings—but why did he wear those blue jeans—and without a tie?"

**VOICE:** And the boots.

**ORLANDO:** And the boots. You see, he was the first hippie around. And now that everybody’s wearing blue jeans, he’s gotten very conservative.

**GAINES:** [Laughs.] That’s funny. That’s probably what happened. Al always wore blue jeans and we not used to him in blue jeans. But of course, Joe is right, 20 years ago nobody wore blue jeans, but Williamson. You didn’t see anybody in New York young around that time wearing blue jeans. Even I, who was the biggest slob in New York, didn’t wear blue jeans. [Laughter.] I wore clothes which didn’t fit, which I still do. But Williamson was really the first genuine hippie, I think, that I ever saw.

**ORLANDO:** And Roy Krenkel with his sneakers.

**GAINES:** That’s right. Roy Krenkel always wore white low sneakers.

**ORLANDO:** Whether there was snow... [Laughter.]

**GAINES:** But that’s because Krenkel was Williamson’s friend, so it figured. [Laughter.]

**QUESTION:** I’d like to know how long it took Wally Wood to draw each panel, the time involved on the larger panels.

**GAINES:** I’m going to let Wally answer that, but I’ll tell you it didn’t take him very long. Wally was one of our very fast artists. Joe was, I would say, normal. Al was very slow—because he never worked. When he worked, he probably worked reasonably quickly, but he was playing baseball three-quarters of the time. Now you can answer the question. [Laughs.]

**WILLIAMSON:** I didn’t play baseball.

**GAINES:** What did you play?

**WILLIAMSON:** I used to go to movies.

**GAINES:** Oh, all right. That’s better.

**ORLANDO:** He was a Buster Crabbe watcher. [Laughter.]
GAINES: When he was twenty, he switched to girls.

WOOD: About how long it took, I can only give you an average, but I figured it out once. I did a page a day for years. Sometimes I could spend a whole day on a panel; other times I could do a couple of pages in a day. It worked out to about a page a day.

GAINES: From my point of view, seeing the way the different boys worked... As a rule of thumb, it took what I called a "standard speed" artist like Joe two weeks to do a

seven page story. It would take Wally one week. It would take Jack Davis three days. If he were pressed, he could do it in two days. Williamson could take three or four weeks, but, as I say, really, because he didn't work very hard.

WILLIAMSON: Actually, I didn't do as much work as the others. Most of my work was in the science fiction books. I had a longer deadline; I didn't do...

GAINES: Well, you didn't do a lot of work because there was no time for you to do it, Al.

WILLIAMSON: I didn't want to do it.

GAINES: Oh, yeah, sure. [Laughter.] I wasn't clear if you wanted it.

WILLIAMSON: I just wanted to do science fiction. I had you showed.

ORLANDO: I think that's an important factor for an artist: the rate of his speed determines the amount of income he's going to make. It's always a fight between quality and speed, and if you have the peculiar asset of being fast and good, you are going to make a lot of money. And if you're just average speed, you're going to make a living. And if you're very slow, you become a dilettante.

GAINES: I love the way you put things.

WILLIAMSON: What did he say?

GAINES: That's why I love it. I don't know either.

QUESTION: I'd like to ask Al Williamson if he used any real female models in the way he used Stewart Granger and Buster Crabbe for male models.

WILLIAMSON: A couple of times I used models for stories. I liked using movie action. I used Stewart Granger in a couple of jobs and, let's see... Buster, of course. The work I do now, I like to use real people in the strip. I use all my friends, naturally. I think I drew, or tried to draw, Liz Taylor once. I think that's the only time I used a movie actress in a comic.

QUESTION: Didn't you use Marilyn Monroe once?

WILLIAMSON: No. I think Frank Frazetta did.

QUESTION: Mr. Williamson, I'd be interested in the reasoning behind your use of so many collaborators.

WILLIAMSON: Well, Frank and Roy and Ange Torres, we're all good friends. And I enjoyed drawing figures very much. I didn't like drawing backgrounds. And I was deathly afraid of the brush. I was afraid that I'd botch up the inking with the brush. It sounds like they did all the work, the inking. Frank, I think, inked roughly about two or three jobs for me, and I pencilled them. Roy Krenkel pencilled the backgrounds and I inked those. But one of the main reasons, I guess, that I

Awards were given at the convention, based on the votes of those who attended. Since more EC conventions were planned, awards were presented only in horror and science fiction categories. The best horror artwork in an individual story was awarded to Graham Ingels for "Horror We, How's Bayou," and Ingels also won the best overall horror artist award Bill Gaines accepted the awards for Ingels, and later posed with them (above). Best script for a horror story went to "Blind Alleys," by Bill Gaines and Al Feldstein, accepted by George Evans (below, left) who illustrated the story. Best artwork for an individual science fiction story was won by Al Williamson (accepting, below, center) and Roy Krenkel for their work on "Food for Thought," "Judgment Day," written by Bill Gaines and Al Feldstein, captured best science fiction script, and the award was accepted by the story's artist, Joe Orlando (below, right). Wally Wood received the award for best overall science fiction artist.
worked with them was that we had a hell of a lot of fun. We'd get together, and we enjoyed working on the stories. We had a lot of fun, creating a panel, drawing a figure, putting a figure in a Roy Krenkel background, and, you know, creating something together. We enjoyed it very much, and it was really a very happy time. It wasn't a case of... a couple of times it was deadlines. I had to get a job in, but it was mostly for the friendship that we had. We enjoyed each other's company and we worked together. We just liked it. It was just fun; that was really the main reason. I worked with Wally a couple of times, and it was the same thing. It was always a lot of fun to work with someone. I hated to work alone. It was just... nobody to talk to, and yeah, you know. It's really a drag to sit there and try to draw these pictures all by yourself. It's tough. It's much more fun when you have someone to work with. Of course, now I'm married and I've got responsibilities so I've got to turn the work out, so I sit down and do it myself. But in those days it was just fun. It was nothing you know, just a lot of fun. I hope that answers your question.

GAINES: I think it was in part too, that in those days Al was very young. He was our youngest artist. I think he was eleven. [Laughter.] Well, he acted eleven. And I think it was just a lack of confidence in his ability.

WILLIAMSON: Gee, thanks a lot, Bill.

GAINES: I'm not saying anything bad. You had the ability. You just didn't know it. As the years have gone on, he's become surer and surer of himself, until he is now probably the most revered son of a bitch... [Laughter, applause]

WILLIAMSON: I'll never work for you again. I'll tell you that. [Laughter]

QUESTION: Mr. Wood, you commented before about how much time you devoted to "There Will Come Soft Rains." Did you devote an equal amount of time to creating that period around 1905 for the Bradbury story "Mars is Heaven" [Weird Science #18], where they find themselves in their childhood town— I believe it's Green Bluff, Illinois— and it turns out the Martians have created the town?

WOOD: Yes, [Laughter.] Yes, I did a fair amount of research on that.

QUESTION: An equal amount?

WOOD: It's impossible to say. I wanted it to have that period look of that time, you know, the decorating...

GAINES Incidentally, I should mention at this point, if I didn't in the horror panel, that Bradbury was wild about these stories. He was really very happy with them. He's an old comic strip huff from way back, which is one of the reasons that he allowed us to do them as cheaply as he did—or at all. And he just thought that Feidstein's adaptations were priceless, and the artwork... every new one he saw he just kept raving about them.

With one exception. I don't know if... you surely must have noticed; we used exclamation points for periods. This was something that came out of comic book writing, but we did it. I think, for beyond any other comic book, it got to the point where there was no such thing, literally, as a period in an EC comic. Periods were exclamation points. We called them "bangs." You know, "The man came down the road Bang. What did he want? Question mark. He wanted to rape six women. Bang, bang." [Laughter.] Sorry about that. Bradbury couldn't stand those bangs. And somewhere along the line, you may notice that the bangs disappeared from Bradbury's stories. The latest stuff didn't have it because he never could get used to it. All our readers were used to it. We were used to it, we were so used to it we didn't notice it. If we'd read it in any other place we would have thought they were out of their minds with all those exclamation points. But in our own stuff we adjusted to it and we did our readers, but not Bradbury. And that was the only criticism he had, but he loved the art.

Somebody from way back, way back. There's nobody way back? Aw, the hell with it.

QUESTION: Why didn't you use other science fiction writers, like Asimov or Anderson?

GAINES: I don't know if I really don't know. We did later on. I think Joe did a bunch of "I, Robot" stories by Otto Binder, Eando Binder. But we just never got into it. For one thing, we couldn't afford to pay them what the stories were worth. Bradbury did it almost as charity. And Otto Binder, who was half of the Eando Binder team which were brothers, "E and O" Binder, he let us do it pretty cheap too, because he was a comic book writer.

QUESTION: You said you would never work under the Code. How come you don't work outside the Code? With Mad turned into a magazine, how come you just didn't turn the rest of EC into magazines?

GAINES: We did. We turned them into four Picto-Fiction books which sold about 20% and completely wiped us out, short of the bankruptcy of our distributor, which came along shortly thereafter and really wiped us out. We lost maybe our last $50,0000,000 trying to do just what you suggested. And when that happened to you, you kind of don't want to try it again.

QUESTION: Why didn't you switch distributors when you were having such hard times?

GAINES: You don't switch distributors that easily. First of all...
all, when you publish, you sell your entire output, 100% of your copies of each issue, to your distributor. You actually sell it to him, and he pays you a tiny part of the money that's due you. Then the magazine goes on sale, let's say for two months, and then it comes off sale, for let's say six months, and at that point you get the rest of your money. You've waited eight months, and meanwhile you've put out all the other issues in that period and he's got that money too. Now you can imagine ... you suddenly say to him one day, you're leaving. What do you think he does? He doesn't give you any more money. And what do you publish with when you go to your new distributor? Actually, one of the best things that ever happened to me was my distributor going bankrupt. I would never have gotten away from him otherwise. And a lot of the smaller publishers today are in that position. If you're not very wealthy, once the distributor gets you, you don't get away so easy. And the other thing is, another distributor may not want you. And no other distributor wanted me in those days.

QUESTION: You mentioned "Judgment Day" a while back. Would you tell us about the hassle you had with the Comics Code about that?

GAINES: That was a very simple hassle. When we sent the Torres story where the guy had three eyes to the Code for approval—they didn't know it, but it was the last comic they'd ever get from us—they turned it down. So we sent out "Judgment Day" to replace it because we didn't have time to do a new story, nor did we want to waste the money. Now this brings us to the latest issue of The Monster Times [No. 10], which they were kind enough to devote to EC, but which has about 400 errors of fact. [Laughter] I don't object to it, except that it's going to mislead everybody. One of the errors of fact is that according to The Monster Times the Code turned down "Judgment Day" because they wanted the spaceman not to be a Negro. That is simply not true. Knowing the Code, that I could have understood. What they objected to, which I couldn't understand, was the beads of perspiration on the Negro's forehead. This was to them a very distasteful thing. I refused to remove it, and it became a cause célèbre for a little while. I threatened to take it to the Supreme Court, and they relented and the story was printed. Then I sent them a letter and told them to go screw, and I still owe them a lot of money which I never paid them. [Laughs]

QUESTION: Why did the Code make such a big stink about it?

GAINES: Ask them; ask the Code I don't know.

ORLANDO: I think the Code assumed that perspiration was gross and shouldn't be shown publicly. [Laughter]

QUESTION: This may not be correct, but I understand that you interested Bradbury in your adaptations by doing a few without his knowledge beforehand.

GAINES: That's the nearest way I've ever heard it put. [Laughter.] You should go into the diplomatic service; they need you in Washington. We swiped a few Bradbury stories, and he caught us! [Laugh.] But he was a real gentleman and wrote us a very nice letter suggesting that we had forgotten to pay him his royalties.

QUESTION: One of my favorite stories is "Home to Stay" [Weird Fantasy 13], and the beginning and the end of that is based on "Kaleidoscope." Was that one of the . . .

GAINES: That's one of the two stories we swiped and put into one.

QUESTION: What was the second one?

GAINES: I don't remember.

VOICE: "The Rocket Man."

GAINES: OK, good. Somebody write those down and give them to me sometime. I never know. Write down the three names, seriously, because I'm always telling this story and I don't know what I'm talking about. We took two Bradbury's, we put them together, and made a story which Bradbury himself admitted was better than the two originals, but he didn't feel it was so good that we shouldn't pay him. [Laughter]

You know, in the early EC days we used to lift a lot of springboards because we got to the point where we could do our own plotting we were lifting plots they remembered from things they had read many years before in the pulps, never dreaming that anybody would ever recognize them. I remember the very first story in Weird Science No. 12, which was the first science fiction issue we ever published. It was called "Lost in the Microcosm," and I believe Kurtzman drew it. I lifted it from something I remember 20 years earlier, when I was like a ten year old kid, that I'd read in Amazing or Astounding Stories. How the hell did I know that? I was lifting a classic that everybody in science fiction knows as "He Who Shrank"? [Laugh.] But no one ever called us on it, strangely enough . . . or I guess just nobody ever cared.

QUESTION: Who was the comic artist that attached his wife with a hammer? I think he murdered her.

GAINES: You mean in real life?

VOICE: I think it was Bob Wood.

GAINES: Yes, wasn't that one of the Biro-Wood team?

WOOD: Yes, actually, it was his girl friend, and he beat her to death with a bottle.

GAINES: Well, that was close. [Laughter]

QUESTION: Well, what was the outcome? What happened to Wood?

WOOD: He went to prison and, almost instantly, as soon as he was released from prison, walked in front of a truck.

GAINES: New kind of question. Yes.

QUESTION: I want to ask Wally Wood which of the early science fiction stories he plotted, you know, like "The Enemies of the Colony" [Weird Fantasy 8] and those early ones.

WOOD: Let's see, I wrote the first one—"Dark Side of the Moon" [Weird Fantasy 15, 1950] was it? And one other, I can't remember. I did suggest the ideas for several of the stories which Al wrote. But Al did write most of them.
QUESTION: Did you write “My World” [Weird Science \(# \ 22]\)?

WOOD: No, I... GAINES: Let me answer that one. Wally, because that's a beautiful story. Al and I used to do this story-a-day bit, and the way we did it was, we'd come in in the morning, and we'd sit down and I'd present a number of springboards for Al. It was like telling him on a story, actually. And I'd give him one after another until one struck his fancy, and then we'd plot it, and then he'd go in and write it. And I'd sit there getting a stomach ache until he came out with it, because sometimes he'd come bursting back in two hours later saying that he couldn't write it. Then we were in bed trouble because by now it would be one or two o'clock and we'd still have to come up with a story that day. So what had happened this day was I'd sold him on a housy story, we just were out of good stories. And I just said, “Look, you've got to write it.” I locked him in a closet somewhere, and two hours later he came bursting out, but he came bursting out with “My World,” which is the most beautiful story he ever wrote, perhaps. It had nothing to do with the original story. After ten minutes he had decided the work seemed simpler, more angular, but still of good quality. Was that a conscious simplification on your part?

WOOD: Yes, it was. Sometimes I would look back on a job after a couple of months so and realize that it was cluttered as hell. And it was a real effort to simplify it and work out my design... which I’ve been doing ever since.

GAINES: I think everybody liked Wally’s clutter Wally is probably the one artist who could never get too busy because his business was beautiful.

QUESTION: Since EC, Wally did only one science fiction story, for Warren, called “The Cosmic All” [Creepy \( \# \ 38\). Do you have any more in mind?

WOOD: No.

GAINES: You wouldn’t believe it, but he’s related to Gary Cooper. [Laughter.]

QUESTION: I’d like to ask about the special “Flying Saucer Report” [Weird Science-Fantasy \( \# \ 26\) you did, which was the only nonfiction effort you produced in the 5 years over the years, and especially how you took a stand, as I see it, that flying saucers had a great deal of validity. I wonder how you felt about this at the time when you were researching it, and also how you feel today about that project.

GAINES: That’s a very good question, and it’s in line with what I said before; people believe sometimes what would be helpful to them to believe for their profession. Al and I were about 75% convinced that there were such things as flying saucers. We sure hoped there were. And, in the hope, I think it helped us to delude ourselves into thinking that they really existed. There was such a wealth of sightings and unexplained experiences, and quite a convincing case had been built up at that time for them. And just the whole idea that the Air Force was suppressing something was delightful anyway [Laughter.] So even if it weren't true, we wished it were.

Donald Keyhoe was the basis of this, he had written a couple of books and a few articles on it. And we called him up and invited him to New York, and paid him a substantial fee, as I recall. He spent a whole day with us, and Al either taped it or took copious notes, I don’t remember. Keyhoe loaded us a lot of material to back up what he said, and Feldstein wrote the entire thing out of this Keyhoe material. It cost us, oh, three-four-five hundred dollars, which was a lot of money for us to spend for a thing like that in those days. Of course, we split the art up among the artists, which added to the book. And then Frank Edwards, a radio commentator of the time, who did believe in flying saucers and who wrote a best selling book on the subject, gave us a lot of publicity on his radio show which resulted in thousands and thousands of mail orders for this dune book. We were inundated. I remember it was a dreadful thing. I was sorry we’d ever gotten involved in it.

ORLANDO: I'm sorry you don't still believe in flying saucers. I think they're still coming. I think I particularly wanted flying saucers to be true because I envisioned many changes in our society once they landed. It would shake up our religious beliefs and our political beliefs. Fortunately, these changes did come about, but they didn't come from heaven.

QUESTION: In regard to "He Walked Among Us," was there a lot of adverse reaction to that? I know there were some letters.

GAINES: Yes. Not as much as you might think. We could slip a lot of stuff like that in because, you know, the people who hated our comics didn’t really read them... fortunately. They were just kind of looking at pictures. There was nothing in that story, if you were just scanning it, that would catch your eye. The people who would have been horrified by it would have been—if they’d read it, but I don’t recall having really any trouble with that. But this is an example of what I was saying. This is how you can use carefully selected facts to make a point. You simply take your whole situation and transpose it to a different planet. In other words, if this were, in a sense, an attack on Christianity, and if we'd attacked Christianity, it would have made a lot more trouble, but we didn’t. We'd take the whole thing and put it on another planet. And for those of you who don’t know who this is, instead of a crucifix people were wearing stretch-racks, because the person in this story who was analogous to Christ was not done away with on a
cross but was done away with on a stretch-rack. So we took the whole story of Christ and transposed it into another planet with stretch-racks. And nobody really seemed to care. The story doesn't really seem to me to be an attack on Christ...

GAINES: No, it wasn't an attack on Christ. It was an attack on the hypocrisy of...

QUESTION: You put it on another higher level, almost cosmic.

GAINES: Yes. I've always said that if there were a Christ, and he did what he was supposed to have done, he must have been a very fine man. Whether there was a Christ and whether he did what he was supposed to have done, I have no way of knowing. But I'll say "if."

QUESTION: I have a related question for Mr. Williamson. In your Secret Agent Corrigan strip, there seems to be an entire arsenal of guns, yet not one is fired. Yet you seem to have leeway on the type of females you draw. The Code seems to be relaxing faster on sex than on violence. You still can't show real blood, but the females now are allowed to wear torn dresses and blouses. So, which would you prefer to be changed, violence or sex?

GAINES: That's a joke? [Laughter]

QUESTION: There's simply no violence at all in the strip. Yet the females that you draw, I would think, should get some letters.

WILLIAMSON: Are you knocking it, or... [Laughter.]

GAINES: Are you friend or foe?

WILLIAMSON: Are you talking about the comic book Code?

QUESTION: I know you're not under it, but as far as the syndicate...

WILLIAMSON: They're very strict. And they've ceased a lot of girls that I've drawn, unfortunately. They keep taking the belly buttons out. [Laughter.] They made me cover up a girl once because she was wearing a sort of tight fitting flesh-type outfit that was really a Ben-Day, but they had a heart attack and I had to take care of that. We've got to cool it on the violence because King Features distributes the strip to about 150 newspapers and those 150 editors they have to please. And you'd be surprised at the complaints they get. So they have to, really, exercise a certain amount of—what's the word?

VOICE: Discretion.

WILLIAMSON: Discretion, thank you. And frankly it's a pity, because I'd like to see a little more, not so much violence, but a little more action in the story. Does that answer your question? OK.

QUESTION: A question to all the artists. What was the hardest strip you had to do in the days back then?

GAINES: That kind of question is very difficult. It's like asking, "What's your favorite story?" When you work on dozens and dozens of stories, it all blends into a blur so that you can't really pick one out. I can never answer that question. You love them all to one degree or another. And 'the hardest' is probably the same way.

ORLANDO: I think it depends on your physical condition. If you've been out boozing the night before... [Laughter] Or you were genuinely ill. Or sometimes you were bored. Boredom is one of the factors that you have to... of doing the same thing over and over again and again. Now, it's exciting looking back at it. But when you're doing it every day, and you find yourself repeating yourself, you find yourself continually criticizing yourself, there comes a time when you want to draw back and not draw. And you go on a subathetical. Then you don't make your deadline, and you come up with all kinds of excuses, like you were ill...

QUESTION: Did Harry Harrison work for you at all?

GAINES: Very early, Harrison used to do a little work. He did a little work with Wally for a while. There was this combination of Harrison and Wood, and I didn't know who did what. When they broke up, all of a sudden Harrison's artwork wasn't very good any more. [Laughs.] And I found out who did what.

QUESTION: How did you take the readers' reactions to the Bradbury stories? You asked readers to send in their opinions, and the majority said they could take them or leave them. The editors group said that they really liked them, and the largest group said they didn't like them at all.

GAINES: Yes, Wall, I never believed in a democracy.

[Laughter.]

QUESTION: After the Code first started, you tried to go within the Code, but still certain retailers wouldn't carry ECs because they had a bad name. So how come Mad kept going?

GAINES: Because, fortunately, we had changed Mad from a 10¢ color comic to a 25¢ black-and-white, different size, typeset magazine. We did not do it to avoid the Code, as has sometimes been speculated, we did it for other reasons, but the result was that we did avoid the Code. And that was the luckiest thing that ever happened to us. Mad could never have gotten through the Code. In fact, Panic couldn't, and died.

QUESTION: What formula did you use in the balloons. I notice every couple of words were in capital letters. Was that to make it more visually exciting?

GAINES: Yes. Well, no, that was part of our "bang hang" device which I didn't mention. We also never used dashes. We used three dots, we used a lot of three dots. We had our own kind of punctuation system. You may remember that AI and I came up with this theory which we still kind of believe that you can think of comics as a kind of stage where the panel lines is the proscenium arch, the scriptwriter is the playwright, and
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the artist is the set designer and all the action. The lines in ECs are written to be spoken aloud, and, actually, whenever I edited the final written story, Feldstein and I would sit there and I would read it aloud, and sometimes we would make changes just because we didn’t like the way it sounded. And as part of reading it aloud, we underlined the words we wanted emphasized. An underlined word meant to the letterer to italicize it and make it slightly larger in heavy type. As You looked at an EC comic, a heavy word meant emphasize this. “We were going around the corner, and then the car struck us. It was terrible.” Bang, bang, bang. And so on.

QUESTION: There’s a story that Al illustrated about these reptilian sort of aliens who land on this chunk of the Earth and discover a comic book in the rubble. As they read the comic book, it becomes apparent that it’s about them, until on the final page it’s like it keeps going in. It’s an interesting device. Can you tell me something about the background of that particular story?

GAINES: Was that “By George”?

VOICES: “The Aliens” [Weird Fantasy #17].

GAINES: That’s just something Al and I dreamed up one day when we couldn’t come up with anything else. No particular background.

QUESTION: That story is a good representation of another aspect of science fiction. You mentioned the fact that you could emphasize social points with science fiction. This story demonstrated that you could get into conceptual ideas where you begin to question your own ideas about time and so forth. I just wondered, how much of this kind of stuff would you guys talk about?

GAINES: We had a lot of fun with that. Al and I were always in theoretical discussions about mobius strips and time loops and klein bottles—that’s a bottle that doesn’t have an inside or an outside but only one side. Al actually drew me a klein bottle once from my description of one, which I’ve still got. Time stories were, I think, our favorites, and wouldn’t have been possible without comic books. It’s a time story. And I’m proud... there’s one that was completely original. It was my idea, and I’ve never seen it anywhere else, or anything close to it. That’s where the guy goes back in time and becomes his own father.

QUESTION: Robert Heinlein wrote a story...

GAINES: Heinlein did it? God damn!

QUESTION: ...where he’s his own mother and his own father?

GAINES: His own mother and his own father?

QUESTION: He had an operation and became a man. Then he went back in time and raped herself.

GAINES: I’m crushed. [Laughs] Well, if anybody could beat that story, it would be Heinlein. [Laughs] Holy good Moses.

QUESTION: I think he did it after you.

GAINES: Oh, he did it after me? Thank God. That’s all right, he’s entitled.

QUESTION: Who thought up “spa fon” and “squa tront”?

GAINES: Those were Al’s. Well, of course, “spa fon” is a little bit of Italian. What’s the expression, “spa fon gool”? [Laughs] I think that’s where it came from, because Al didn’t know it was wrong. The “squa tront” he just made up.

QUESTION: When you did a Bradbury story, did you ever confer with the author?

GAINES: No. No. Bradbury was in California and we never conferred with him.

QUESTION: How do the artists appraise their work after 20 years? When they originally did it, did they consider themselves illustrators or artists?

ORLANDO: Well, I don’t think I would do it again. It was just too much work. I don’t think we could buy that kind of work again. Working now as an editor, I find very few young artists willing to put themselves on the line that much. We did it because... I did it because I loved it. It was my way to express myself and to do artwork at the same time.

I’d like to take this opportunity to express the gratitude I feel towards Wally Wood for the help he gave me when I first started. When I met Wally I really wanted to be a western illustrator. I wanted to draw for the western pulps; and when I went out and found out what they paid I realized I didn’t love it that much. [Laughter] Then I met Wally. He got me into science fiction, and he was a tremendous amount of help to me.

WOOD: Aw, shucks. [Laughter] I don’t know, I don’t worry about words, like whether I’m an illustrator or a cartoonist or whatever. I’m an artist, I do it for a living. I don’t make any great distinctions between fine art and commercial art either. After all, they sell those fine art paintings.

Looking back, I had fun. For the first five years of EC I was just having a ball. I would rather draw than eat, maybe. And I don’t quite have that energy any more. That may be part of the reason why I’ve sort of simplified my style. I’d never get the stuff done today.

WILLIAMSON: What was the question? [Laughter] I mean it, I’ve lost track Oh, you mean the old EC stuff. Ah, well... [laughs] I think it’s pretty awful, frankly. I think what really shows is that I really loved what I was doing. But for the drawing, I think it’s pretty bad, you know, it’s no comparison to anything like that; it’s just a mishmash of figures and, you know, it’s just... [laughs] ah, you know. But I had fun doing it.

QUESTION: What reference material did the artists use to show rotting bodies and decapitated heads and so on?

GAINES: We never did things like that. What are you talking about? Most of these guys didn’t use swipe files. For stuff like that they just made it up. Are there any questions from my girls? Anyone over 65? Anyone under eight? Oh, well.

QUESTION: How many early stories were written by Harrison, and how much at EC was done by outside writers?

GAINES: In the very early years of the New Trend, Harrison did a little bit, and Wally I guess did a little bit, and perhaps some outside scriptwriters who I barely remember did a little bit, but when we got into our stride, there were only three scriptwriters. Al and I plotted, and Al wrote the bulk of it. Johnny and I plotted, and Johnny wrote mostly what Johnny drew, but a couple of other things, like Johnny wrote “Pipe Dream” [Vault of Horror #36], and Johnny wrote “Shoe Button Eyes” [Vault of Horror #35]. We plotted them, and Johnny wrote them, and other artists developed them. But basically, Johnny only wrote what he drew. Harvey, after doing a few stories that Al wrote, and even very early stories that an outside writer like Ivan Klapper, to spring a new name on you, wrote, started writing on his own. And then, from that point on, Harvey wrote everything he ever drew, and then he wrote everything he ever edited. And that’s about it, except towards the end of EC Towards the end of the New Trends and when the New Directions, Al and I got tired, and we called in outside scriptwriters to help us Jack Oleck and Carl Wesker, both of whom are working for DC now, in those days did some very fine horror and came stuff for us. And then when we got into the New Directions, we had Jack Bernstein and Irving Weinsteim, who became a novelist and who died a couple of years ago. And one other whose name escapes me. That’s about it. But basically, it was Al and Johnny and Harvey.

Transcribed by John Benson, Bsho Stewart, Bruce Hershenson and Ron Barlow. Edited for publication by John Benson.
YES? I HEARD ALL 'DID YOU HEAR THAT MONA?'

MARTIN IS GETTING A NEW

HONESTLY, AGNES, I

EVENING GOWN FOR THE

DON'T KNOW HOW I CAN

OCASSION! HER FATHER IS

COMPETE WITH HER! SHE'S

BRINGING IT BACK WHEN

AFTER RONNIE, AND SHE'S

HE RETURNS FROM HIS

USING GLAMOUR TO TRY

BUSINESS TRIP!

AND GET HIM

AWAY FROM

ME?

GOLLY, PEGGY! I CAN'T WAIT

UNTIL SATURDAY COMES

AROUND! I'M SO EXCITED

ABOUT THE COUNTRY CLUB

DANCE!

SO AM I, AGNES! WE

DON'T HAVE A CHANCE

TO GO TO A FORMAL

DANCE VERY OFTEN!

DID YOU HEAR THAT MONA?
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OH, DON'T ACT LIKE A CHILD, PEGGY! DON'T FORGET! ALL'S FAIR IN LOVE AND WAR!

WELL, LET'S JUST SEE WHAT THEY COST. I'M NOT SAYING I'LL BUY THEM! I'LL JUST LOOK AT THEM!

HOW DO YOU DO, GIRLS? SOMETHING YOU NEED IN THE WAY OF WAR PAINT?

ER, I'D LIKE TO SEE A SET OF THOSE FALSE EYELASHES, PLEASE! HOW MUCH ARE THEY?

WHY... $0.50 A SET? ER... ARE YOU... GOING TO A MASQUERADE? YOU LOOK KIND OF YOUNG FOR THIS SORT OF THING!

YOUNG! WHY I'M ALMOST SIXTY... ER... NINETEEN! THE VERY IDEA! HERE'S YOUR MONEY! HMMPH!

? I WAS NEVER SO MORTIFIED IN ALL MY LIFE! IMAGINE! SOMEONE OUGHT TO TELL HIM THIS IS TWENTIETH CENTURY!

YES, IMAGINE! THE OLD Prude!

WELL IF IT'S GLAMOUR YOU WANT, PEGGY, WHY DON'T YOU TRY SOME OF THE STUFF IN THIS WINDOW?

WHAT STUFF? WHERE?

THERE! LOOK! PANCAKE MAKE-UP! MASCARA! EYE-SHADOW! ROUGE FALSE EYELASHES!
Later... at Peggy's house...

Now, let's see! The directions say that the eyelashes are adhesive! They should be placed directly above the natural eyelashes for best...

Peggy, dear!

Come into the kitchen, Peggy! There are some dishes to be dried!

Yes, mother! I'm coming!

I'll just leave the eyelashes on the couch! They'll be safe here!

Ah, no one seems to be around! At last I can sit down and read the morning paper in peace! I'll just make myself comfortable on this couch and...

Yipes! What the...? Bugs!

I'll get 'em! I'll swat 'em with my paper! OOOOMPH!

Hmmm... I must have missed! I don't see them anywhere!

I'd better clean out the cellar and fix the screen door before Eve spots one of those bugs! She's been after me to do those things for months!
Ah, here's one! But where is the other one? I'm sure I left them both here! Well, I'll put this one on, anyway!

Insects! Centipedes! Crawling all over the place!

Jeepers! This family uses more dishes than a soda fountain on Saturday night! Now, where are those false eyelashes?

Oh, good! There's Steve's morning paper! He must be finished with it!

Whew! I think I'll take a few minutes out from my housework and relax? Oh, good! There's Steve's morning paper! He must be finished with it!

I'll just sit down here and catch up on the latest news...

EEEEEEEK!

Ooooooh! Those horrible monsters!

Hmm! Not bad, even if I do say so myself! I'll go ask Mom if she saw the other eyelash!
Hello... Ajax Exterminators? This is Mrs. Porter calling! I'd like you to come over right away! Our house is Being overrun with tremendous insects!

WELL... WHAT DO THEY LOOK LIKE, MRS. PORTER?

They're horrible... monsters... long and black with hundreds of legs and...

ER... HAVE YOU SEEN ANY PINK ELEPHANTS, MRS. PORTER?

Don't be funny! Come over and see for yourself!

Mother, dear! Did you see the other one?

What other one? EEEEEEek!

Mother!

Mother! What's wrong? Speak to me! I'd better get you some water!

SPASH!

W-W... What happened? Golly gee, oh! My new hair-do! Mother! All I wanted to know was if you saw my other false eyelash!
FALSE EYELASH! IS THAT WHAT THEY ARE??

OH, MY GOODNESS! I'VE GOT TO CALL THE AJAX EXTERMINATORS. YOU MEAN YOU THOUGHT MY FALSE EYELASHES WERE INSECTS?

WHY, YES, MOTHER! WHAT DID YOU THINK THEY WERE?

IT WOULD BE PUFF, NOT PUFF...

NOW TO GET UPSTAIRS AND FIX THAT SCREEN DOOR.......

ARE??

CALL THE AJAX EXTERMINATORS. YOU MEAN YOU RIGHT BACK AND CANCEL MY ORDER FOR THEM TO COME OUT HERE!

WHAT THEY WERE? WHAT THEY WERE?

NOW TO GET UPSTAIRS AND FIX THAT SCREEN DOOR.......

AREN'T THEY CLEANER THAN I'VE EVER BEEN BEFORE?

I'M PREPARING TO VISIT HER...

SHOULD I WEAR A BOW TIE OR A REGULAR TIE? H-M-M-M!

THIS ONE DOESN'T LOOK BAD!

PRETTY SLICK! PRETTY SLICK! PEGGY'S FAMILY ought TO GO FOR ME DRESSED UP LIKE THIS! THEY ALWAYS KID ME ABOUT MY SWEATER!

Meanwhile... Peggy's "steady" is preparing to visit her...

TUM-TATUM...
LET'S SEE, NOW! THIS SCREEN DOOR DOESN'T CLOSE TIGHTLY! MAYBE THEY'RE GETTING INTO THE HOUSE THROUGH HERE!

IF I TIGHTEN THE SPRING.... UGH.... LIKE THIS.... THE DOOR WILL CLOSE TIGHTER.... HMMM.... THAT MAY DO THE TRICK!

THERE! NOW I'LL TRY IT AND SEE, HOW FIRMLY IT SHUTS!

DOOR'S OPEN... GUESS I'LL WALK RIGHT IN!

SLAM!

GULP... UH... HULLO, MR. PORTER!

RANDY! OH... NO!! NO!
Hello, Randy dear!

Hi ya, Peggy! Golly, your old man's got a grouch on... what's wrong with him?

I don't know! What did you say or do?

Nothin', I just... what's that on your eye?

Jeepers creepers can't anybody tell a false eyelash when they see one!

Golly, Peggy! It looks more like a bug or something... a... like a centipede!

Centipede?? Another one? Where?

Not really, Mr. Porter! I was just saying that Peggy's false eyelash looks like a centipede!

False eyelash! Ye gods! Is that what they were! And I worked all morning because I thought they were centipedes!

You did what, Daddy?

Why, I cleaned the cellar out and I'm fixing the screen door!

Fixing it? It doesn't look er... not like you're doing a very good job, Daddy, dear! Does it, Randy?

Gulp... Uh...
The best part of Saga Tront #7 was the EC fanzine article, and I wish you would feature this every issue. Larry Stark was, and still is, a gifted writer. Please reprint more of his analysis of science fiction, they’re really very good.

— Tom Stein
Norwalk, Conn.

In answer to your solicitation of comments on the fanzine reprint, I say no more. The amount of space you are giving over to 20 year old article reprints from fanzines is overboard.

You should just be picking out quotes and inserting them in your article series. You have now represented me, Stark and Armstrong, but the overriding effect (except for Stark) is certainly to be (now and future) pure juvenile—something that is very much out of place with the rest of the book. You should be cultivating new criticism.

— Bob Stewart
Somerville, Mass.

Many thanks for the three issues of Saga Tront. I am very impressed with them. They are certainly beautifully gotten up and have interesting material. As for your inquiry about the fanzines I’d very much like to help, but I haven’t any of the either you wanted. The only exception is Potrzebie #1.

Being historically minded, you may be interested in this. Potrzebie #1 was sent to me by Bob Stewart (now the same name) except for an h after the b) in 1954. It came with a long letter from him from Texas, in his letter he was critical of Seduction of the Innocent and started with the very point you mention on page 36 of Saga Tront #7. Namely, that I wrote that there are no professional critics of comic books. He is critical, friendly and serious. He gave me credit for being against censorship. In reply I wrote him a note letter and sent him some reprints of some of my articles on mass media.

I was interested in his letter in Saga Tront #7, page 47. After all these years it fits very well with what I wrote see in 1954. Maybe by now he will have forgotten the whole episode. If you should like him please give him my best regards.

If you are interested in my current views about mass media the fanzine Fandom Unlimited #2, edited by Randall Larson, 774 Vista Grande Avenue, Los Altos, Calif. 94022 [available for $2], has a long interview with me.

— Fredric Wertham
M.D.
Kempton, Pa.

Believe it or not, what I enjoyed most was the fanzine article, and I hope that you will continue with this despite what others might say.

I am sure that most people identify you with journalism or writing, but from #6 there has been a strong element of design with each issue #6 worked as a unit and #7 is also clear in its sense of design. The big surprise to me about #7, though, is that it is almost too visual. I would rather have more to read. I expect that’s what I enjoyed most about #8—there was such a wealth of information, and the articles helped to expand one’s understanding of Krigezine.

The letter from Kitchen In #7 is a perfect example...

— Larry Weist
Boston, Mass.

The best thing in the issue was the EC fanzine article. Most of us fans were not around back then to read all those fanzines. Your magazine lists us second generation EC fans know what EC fandom was like back in those early days.

I would like to see you run the following more reprints of this fanzines, covers of the pre-New Trends, more reprints of comics that were done by the EC gang for the public, good interviews, more recently published artwork.

— John Hall
Los Angeles, Calif.

Note When the fifties EC fanzines were flourishing, John Hall’s father, Cloyd Hall, was a well known science fiction fan.

One thing I would like to see is more covers of the EC horror comics. These are my favorites...

— Jeff C. Langstaff
North Vancouver, Canada

I Don’t Have Any Time cause it’s getting DARK and I got to go to Sleep My Dad says I Am Rich He’s a Lawyer so there is something at the window

— Cap Eazy
(address misplaced)

You certainly gave short shrift to a most valid point of Robert Broom’s, namely the dearth of attention given Al Feldstein in Saga Tront. I just made an unscientific survey of the EC fans in my collection and the amount of attention given Feldstein is amazingly small, especially when contrasted to such EC artists as Kreckel and Frazetta. Forging through Saga Tront’s past, it seems like the few mentions of Feldstein are as an artist and rarely as the writer/editor of more than half the EC line.

Another unusual EC hero (even more w than Feldstein) would have been Ren Oda who did so much of the lettering on Kurtzman’s comics, including those excellent story titles. Has anyone sought to interrogate this man?

He and Marie Severin are about the only EC employees still actively producing quality work for today’s comic book business... which may say something about today’s comic book businesses.

— Mark Evanier
Los Angeles, Calif.

If we could project ourselves back into those golden days of the fifties when EC was at its peak, there would be no way for us to know how close to dissolution it all was. We would naturally assume it would go on indefinitely. One could sense, just from reading EC, that comics were moving toward new horizons, entering a new dimension. We would assume that the EC artists would remain in narrative illustration, bringing higher standards of draftsmanship, mood, characterization and general excitement to the field.

Sadly, this didn’t happen. The brief flash of the EC period ended and was never repeated. Perhaps that’s why it is still so>

Of course, I don’t mean that the artists’ careers didn’t flourish, some of them have done very well indeed. But that first, fine flash of promise was never met, the artists either...
BILL GAINES EXPLAINS
"GOING STEADY WITH PEGGY"

"This stuff is of interest because it's the very first thing that Feldstein did for EC. Al first showed up here at the suggestion of Jimmy Wroten, who did the mechanical lettering for Wonder Woman and for the EC comes Al had been doing teenage stuff for Victor Fox and Fox wasn't paying him—he wasn't paying much pay. He started Al as a teenager, because that's what I had seen of his work. And we were going to call the story 'Going Steady with Peggy.' But then we heard from Chemical Engraving—I think that's who we were using them—that someone else had sent down a Peggy, and it was the unwritten rule that whoever got to the engraver first got the title. So I held up the book long enough to think up a new title, at which point we found that Fox's teenage books were doing poorly, so I shelved the whole project.

"Al was always a very tight penciler. In fact, for a little while we were actually printing some of the few raw pencils he turned out, in some of the earlier pre-Trend titles. The theory was that I was paying $13 for pencils and $10 for inks, and I made these guys an offer: I said, 'Look, if you tighten up your pencils and I can shoot from them I'll give you $15 just for the pencils.' And though there was no good deal, it got them five bucks and saved me five bucks. We tried it for a while, but it was a little weak so we gave it up."

abandoned the illustrated narrative, or their work was so changed in style or quality that it really doesn't hold up to the books of Severin still done war comics, just as he did for Kuntzmann, still does fantasy, just as he did for Feldstein, still does humor, just as he did for the early Fox. (And why hasn't 'Varmint', that wild Western he did for Mod. #1, been republished?) In Alley Cat #10, Gil Kane said, "What Severin brought in was an understated force and power, and a kind of truth, there is a realism in what he does that makes everything else look like the difference between Matt Dillon and Roy Rogers. He really brings a tenacious force onto the material; he recreates a place and a time with a feeling of accuracy... [In his war stories] there's a sense of people sweating, of people being terrified, terrified, terrified and made as though by war, by Kane's is the only significant critical appreciation Severin got, and I hope it isn't the last. There is a little I can add, except to say that it's always a pleasure to see Severin's latest work. His sheer endurance is amazing. He's pushing all the time, and that is somehow suggested in the art itself. I hope that, years from now, Severin will still be doing new things, the technique more refined, perhaps, but humanity as evident and the humor as marked.

—Robert Fazend
Nashville, Tenn.
GREAT NEWS FOR EC FANS!

Squa Tront has always been in the strange position of being an EC fanzine for an audience which by and large probably has not read most of the nearly 300 New Trend and New Direction EC comics. At least, we'd guess that only a small portion of our approximately 4,000 readers has anything like a full set of EC's or even access to a set to read. Even your editor has only about three-quarters of them, many incomplete and falling apart.

Of course, the 12 East Coast comics reprints are still around, and about 70% of the Mad comics are in print. But even the other 90 odd EC stories that have been reprinted in recent years have been out of print and almost as hard to find as the originals. More than 80% of the EC's have never been reprinted, and are inaccessible to all but a few.

But not all this has changed! Russ Cochran has obtained the rights from Bill Gaines to reprint the entire EC collection in handsome matching volumes. The first of the series should be appearing approximately concurrently with this issue of Squa Tront. Cochran is the ideal person for the job. His past publications (especially the EC Portfolios) have been models of how reprints of classic material should be handled, tastefully, with knowledgeable additional material for the way the reader might want to approach the material.

After considering all the alternatives, Cochran has come up with a format that should delight everyone and hopefully be more financially feasible than the East Coast reprints were. Cochran will be bringing out a complete EC title each time he goes to press.

The first release is the complete 22 issue run of Weird Science in four volumes, with a special slipcase when the books are purchased together. Each volume is 9x12 inches, bound with sewn signatures, with laminated full color hard covers. The stories are printed in black and white on high quality coated stock, shot from the original art of course. All 22 covers are reproduced in color. Original letter pages, house ads and texts will also be included.

The best feature of these reprints is the price; the four volume set retails for less than the collectors' price of a single copy of one of the original comics. Cochran plans to bring out the entire series just as fast as his cash flow permits. Depending on how fast the first set sells, the entire series could possibly be printed in three years.

This before he's finished his plans to do everything else in the New Direction comics, the Picto-Fiction magazines (including several unpublished stories), and the 3-D comics in 3-D (including the third issue, which had six layer depth and has never been published in 3-D). He has no plans to publish the pre-Trend comics unless there is a pressing demand for them. An exception to this is the four crime comics in which the Vault Keeper and the Crypt Keeper make appearances. These will be included in the appropriate horror volumes.

Squa Tront can't applaud Cochran's project enough. Anyone who likes Squa Tront should want to own these volumes. To get complete details on how to order, write to Russ Cochran, Box 437, West Plains, Mo. 65775.
Thanks to Squa Tront (and Willard # 8) all the stories of the new unpublished 1s or 2s are finally now available to us EC addicts. There are other EC stories that I would love to see, including the pages of Squa Tront. "Come the Dawn," the never published Frank Frazetta rendition for Ploio-Fiction, and the early EC educational pamphlet like "The EC Pulp!" by Feldstein and collaborators. — Jack Burey Jersey Shore, PA

It would seem you're running out of material. Nearly everything in # 7 is just non-EC stuff by EC artists.

Did you know that Frazetta did part of "Come the Dawn" for Warren, but it was never used. Can you get ahead of # 7? — Michael Oliven Washington, D.C.

Frazetta fans should know that there are four panels from "Come the Dawn" in the Frazetta Memory Book, published in conjunction with the Frazetta Exhibit/Convention held in Stroudsburg, Pa. in 1984. (Vehicle just blown up still from that move even if they were not of good quality.

Christopher Roberson North Vancouver, Canada

Despite what you say on the back of Sally Forth # 1, your editor never said that Wally Wood's Old EC stuff was better. (That was justCrudumund Bill Pearson being funny, why, he can't even spell Squa Tront right.) As a matter of fact, Wally's current stuff is just fine. The ridiculous erotic whimsey that's his forte is well displayed currently in his series of oversized Sally Forth books that reprint his continuing comic strip of sex, space and silly satire. Issues 3 and 4 are available for $4 postpaid from Wally Wood, Box 44, Derby, Ct. 06418. The first issue of Wally's Cannon is also available, same price, same address.

Frankly, we're disappointed! We've been hiking a print by Harvey Kurtzman for three issues now, and only a few of you have ordered it. Maybe we just haven't adequately pointed out what a bargain this is compared to other prints being offered today. Take Russ Cochran's print of Frank Frazetta's "Golden Girl," for example. Sure, Cochran examined each one with a magnifying glass and destroyed all those that weren't absolutely perfect. But Kurtzman himself worked directly with the program during the production of his print to ensure total fidelity. Sure, Cochran printed with seven colors to get an equally accurate one color effect. But Kurtzman used three colors to get an equally accurate one color effect. Sure, both sets are signed and numbered by the artist, but the Kurtzman print is limited to 500 copies, whereas practically anybody can pick up one of the 2,000 copies of the Frazetta print.

Then there's the matter of the subject. While Frazetta is content with just one naked girl and a few animals, Kurtzman's panorama of a Times Square pinball heaven is crammed with over a hundred tourists, hoods, sailors, whores, peaky kids, bums and change attendants doing all sorts of silly things. Why, there's hardly anything funny at all happening in Frazetta's picture.

Best of all is the price. Cochran's print costs a hefty $50, while ours is a mere $6. And while Cochran's print is advertised in every comic publication and easily hawked at conventions, this modest little notice is the only place you'd hear about the Kurtzman print. So send $6 to Bill Feckmann, Room 403, 65 East 58th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022, to receive your Kurtzman print by first-class return mail in a sturdy mailing tube. If we still haven't convinced you, you can get 'Golden Girl' for $50 from Russ Cochran, PO Box 437, West Plains, Mo. 65775.

This issue's fanzine article has finally covered a publication that's still in print. A very limited quantity of The Mad Checklist # 3 is still available at the original price of $4, plus $4 postpaid, from Fred von Bernewitz, 149 West 14th Street, New York, N.Y. 10011.

Bob Wiener's Archival Press has brought out a paperback collection of Spacehawk, strange early strip by the comic genius Basil Wolverton whose weird art aded immeasurably to Mad. This book is beautifully produced, has an original Wolverton cover and an introduction by Ron Goulart. It can be ordered by mail for $3.95 plus 25 cents handling from Archival Press, Inc., Box 93, MIT Branch, Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

Let's be clear on the subject of Squa Tront. There are 100 copies of Wally Wood's "Cannon," 8 pages of race pre-duke Carl Barks and 10 pages of Roy G. Krenkel art. For $8 this book sends $4 to Bob Stewart, 302 Richard Avenue, # 5, Somerville, Mass. 02143.

Running the tables, Shoah Stewart's interview with Sideways Nostrand, a very interesting fifties artist heavily influenced by EC, is still available in Bill Spicer's "Graphic Story Magazine." # 18. The issue also features a Wolverton story and an EC parody. A steal at $3.00 from Bill Spicer, 326 North Avenue 66, Los Angeles, California 90043.

By George, we've been able to plug a lot of EC related publications this time around, haven't we?

ADDITIONS TO THE KRIEGSTEIN BIBLIOGRAPHY

All-Time Sports Comics (Hillman), # 7, Oct.-Nov. 1949, "The One and Only Tex" 12 pages

Hot Rod and Speedway Comics (Hillman), # 2, Sept.-Oct. 1952, "Bush Track Sentence" 6 pages

Thanks to Jim Vadeboncoeur, Jr. and Steven Lasker.